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Chepter·I
INTRODUCTION
Graham Greene has usually been considered a Catholic
novelist because he is a Catholic convert and his work has
often been _judged, not on literary bases, but instead, upon
dogmatic approaches.
theologian.

However, Greene :l.s a novel:l.st, not a

Furthermore, the vis:l.on of life which he

presents is his own, not someone else's or: some institution's,
although his ideas correspond closely to those of Catholicism.
In fact, Greene's novels have been infiltreted with his
acceptance of Catholic doctrine.
In th:l.s study at attempt is mi:>.de to support the
hypothes:l.s that the themes of good and evil which are present
in Graham Greene's novels Brighton Rock,

The Power and the

Glory, and The Heart of the .Ne.tter correspond to the.Catholic
Church's conception of good and evil.

The .following Catholic

def:l.nLtions of good and evil have been established as a guideline whj.ch will direct the course of this d:l.scussion. ·In·
explaining good, there are two genera.lly recognized theories
of moral good.

One advocates that more.l good lies in

searching for me.n •s highest good--,happiness; the other, that
good is seen in doing one's auty without expecting reward,
cathollc doctrine unites these two theorles in the ultimate
good--God.

In· God, m8n

supposedl~r

1

fl.nds the fulfillment and

2
satisfaction of his existence, his happiness, and at the same
time he f·t1lfl.lls his hl.ghes t duty by accompll.shing the purpose
for whl.ch he was created.
Ll.ke good, there are two principal kinds of evil:
physical and moral.

Physical evl.l is a privation of due

good in things themselves, such as the lack of sight in man.
It is

inseparabl~from

for a perfect universe.
be nourished,

creation and is a necessary postulate
Plants must die that men and animals

Frults and vegetables are destined to be

destroyed to serve the higher good of the uni.verse.

Thus,

physj_cal evi·l exl.sts for the sake of greater good.
Moral evll is the prl.vation of a moral good, or the
lack of right order in the will,·

Moral evil may be consldered

as punitive evll (evil of punishment) or as a sinful act (evil)
of sin).

Punitive evil is considered evil bece.use it deprives

the person of a good:

his freedom or his rights.

The order

of justice demands punlsr.ment for -personal sin either in this
life or the next.

Punitive evll is round only in free agents.

An animal, for example,.is not free, and although he may be
disciplined or corrected, he is not punished for his acts,
Thus, punl.tive evil is by defin:!:tion a punishment· for sin.
Sin is much more evil than punltive evil.

It ls a

willfuL turning away from goc;id and in :l.tself can never. be
directed to good.

While sln makes a man evil, puni_ti ve evil

may work toward hls greater good.l

1 "Evil 11 and "Good," The CE> thollc Encvclopedia for
School !' nd Ho:ne (London: -McGraw-W.J.l Book Company, 1965},
pp. "-I65-=tlfl ,oI5-lf,.

3

The beginn1.ng hypothesis of this study is Greene 1 s
realizi>.tion that man l.s a combination of good and evil
which Greene presents in hls VIOrks,

B;,r presentlng man in this

manner Greepe strives to awaken a sense .. of sin in hfs reader.

.

·,-~11

"The more or less standard quall. ties of the best modern
novelists--narra ti ve exc:l. tement,

p·s~phological

insight,

and dramatic reali.:;m--have been recognized in Greene; however,
he is a writer who provokes intense arguments from a wide
variety of sources.

Most critics bel:l.eve that Greene has

greater potential t!lan any other Christ:l.an novelist and that
he has instilled a sense of sin with the knowledge of God's
infinite love wlthin the reader.
In advancing the proof of tl:lis

stud~',

passages from

Greene's novels will be exempl:l.fled to prove the stated
hypothesls,

In addition, the crl ti cal wor·lrn of Greenean

scholars will be cited for their v:l.ews upon Greene's impact
and influence :l.n the li teri>.ry field :l.n reference to ethl cs
and morals.

After an evaluation of Greene's fiction and the

critlcal data, a conclusion will be drawn as to the validity
and significance of the correspond'ence between Greene's
conception of good: and evil and that of the Ca thol!.c Church.
There are three sources for data on
of the themes--good and evil,

Gr~ene

1

s

treatment

The researcher will give

exain;iles of good and evil found in the novels and ·Greene 1 s
essHys 0

....

However, these examples will be substant!.ated by articles

t?-nd essa;,rs concernl.ng Greene 1 s fal th as a Chr;.stian throughout
his lifetime,

Critical works dl.scuss!.n15 Greene's philosophy
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of life and interpretat tons of his flctlon nl works will be
used when the y reveal t he elements of good and evil as they
correspond to the Catholic definitions of these terms.

Chapter II
THE THEMATIC USAGE OF GOOD AND EVIL
IN BRIGHTON ROCK
Brighton Rock, The Power and the Glorv 1 and The
Heart of the Matter are three excellent exampies of Graham
Greene's thematic usage .of good and evil in his ·novels.

These

novels not onlr- show his usage of' good and evil, but they Hlso
reveal Greene's vision of life and Greane 's

s~p!'. th_y

with

-man even at the expense of disloyalty to the Catholic Church,
Theref'ore, this paper will serve as an intensive study of
Greene's thematic usage of' good and evil in Brighton Rockp
The Power and the Glory, and The Heart of the Matter,

The

novels will be analyzed 1.n the order listed above,
Greene's wo1•kti can be di v:l.ded into several classes·,
two of which are the entertainments and the novels.

His

entertainments reflect a 1:1.ghter approach to lif'e, while his
novels reveal deeper insights into human behavior.

Brighton

Rock {s most characteristic of him because it unites these
two classes of his work.
theme of his

me.~or

mystery story.

This novel. contains the religious

works and illustrates his talent for the

From the first sentence in _the book, the

reader learns thRt Charles H!l.le is.aware that._he will be
killed in three short hours after his Rrri val in Brighton.
Henceforth, the book moves forward with only slight pauses
building suspense tauter and tauter,
5

6

Evidently, Greene began Brighton

~

as an entertain-

ment, a melodrama of murder and detection ln which coincidence
would play· a large part, the chase would be exciting,.and Ida
Arnold would be treated more kindly than the novel eventually
permitted.

However, according to R. W. B. Lewis·:

• • • evil has alwa-ys 'stimulated Greene a gC'lod deal more
than the rightings of wrongs; and in this case, the
figure and story of Brighton Rock • • • expanded in Greene's
:!.magina ti on until a recognlzable tragedy took its ~lace
in the book alongslde the well-made entertainment.
Thus, Brighton Rock, which was announced as an entertainment

in the first edition, developed :l.nto a serious novel.
The. combining of the detective story and the tragedy
could have resulted in two different books, but instead,
Brighton~

°is a novel which reflects a relationship

between two levels of reality:
• • • a relation between inconnnensilrable and hostile
forces; between incompatible worlds; between the
ethical world of right and wrong, to which Ida
constantly and· confidently appeals, ·and the theological
world of good and evil inhabi.ted by Pinkie !'Ind Rose.3.
Hence, Greene presents his view of reality as he formulated
it.

In his view, the ethical world :l.s in conflict with the

theologicEl world.

Therefore, Greene is reaffirming his.

view or belief by using the themes of good and evil in Brig.hton
Rock.
Graham Greene's thematic usage of go.ad and evil can
be found in this novel.

The characters in Brighton Rock
.

~

...~

2 R.W.B. Lewis, 11 ·The 'T1•ilogy' of Graham Greene,"
Modern Fiction studles, III, 3 (Autumn, 1957). p. 199.
3Ibid,, p. 200.

7
,I

live in a world of physical evil.

Rose possesses moral good,

'" while Finkle illustrates physical· evil, punitive evil, and sii•.
Ida represents physical evil, punitive evil, and moral good.
Thus, she· is the only character .who is presented as both a
combtnation of' good and evil.
•

Physical evil and moral evil in
•.

the form of sin· are exemplified in the characters Spicer, .
Dallow, Cubitt, and Mr. Drewitt.

Hence, this chapter will

prove that Greene's usage of' good and evil corresponds to the
Catholic Church's conception of these terms.
Physical deformities which suggest the presence of
physical evil· can be found in Brighton Rock.

The first

feature that Hale noticed about Ida was a physical deformity,
her huge breasts:
His eyes turned to the big breasts; she was
like darkness to him, shelter, knowledge, common· sense. 4
The word darkness

is also used in this description of Ida

.

and hints at the possibilitv
of. evil in her.
.

The man· who

was selling objects on the street corner had a physical
deformity:
A man stood by the kerb selling objects on
a. tray; he had lost the wh.ole of one sige
of the body: leg and arm and shoulder.
Even Hale's physical appearance .indicated the presence of'
physical evil:
It made Hale's manner strange. He couldn't help
showing his desperation. He could hear ."the girls laughing
4 Graham Greene, Brighton Rock (New York:
Press, 1938), p, 11.
5

Ibid. , p, 13.

The }/:!.king

8
,1

at td.m after he'd gone, at his clothes and the way he
talked, There was a deep hum:l.1:1.ty in Hale; his pride
was only in h:l.s profession: . he d:l.sl:l.ked himself before
the glass, the· bony legs and the pigeon breast, and he·
dressed shabbily and carelessly as a sign--a sign that
he d:l.dn 1 t expect any woman to be :l.nteres ted, 6
..

. Hale wa!l e.shamed of h:l.s physical appearance which was not as
mascullne as he wanted 1 t to be,

Ida·, the man selling object.a,

and Hale are each des cr1bed as ha v:!.ng a physical deform:!. ty,
and th:l.s deformity :l.s a privation of a due good in these
three characters.
Another example of physical evil is Hale's despair;
it deprives him of hope which is a due goqd.

Hale thought

of his life as a long dreary p:l.lgrimage:
He was damned, he told himself with the
temporary courage of another whiskey 1 :l.f he'd
let that mob frighten him into spoiling his
job. 7
Hale reali?.ed shortly after arriving in Brighton that Pinkie
and his followers intended to murder him, so he became
nervous and lonely,

This loneliness of Hale's is ment:l.oned

often and he tr:l.es to avoid it by clinging to Ida.
The

c~aracter

Rose exemplifies moral good,

When

Pinkie and Rose are d:l.scussing repentance,_ Rose mentions
Molly Carthew and her despair:
"Molly Carthew burnt. She was lovely. She
killed herself. · Desoeir. That's morte l sin.
It's unforgivable.'" B
Thus, the reader sees thet Rose has been surrounded by a·
world of despair throughout her life; yet, she has managed

6

Ibid., P• 15,

7 Ibid,, P• 9,

· 8 Ib:l.d,, P• 162.

9

.· to have hope.

Rose ·was always remembering past events or

dreaming of a better future:
She had an immense store of trivial memories
and when she wasn't living in the future whe
was living. in the past. As for the present-. she got through that as quickly as she could,
running away from tM.ngs, running towards things,·
so that her voice was.always a little breathless, 9
her heart pounding-at an escape or an expectation.
Even when Pinkie and Rose drive out into the country to
commit su:l.cide, Rose is _awa.re .that .desp,µ1.. suTrountis· her,
but she is unable to conceive ·of ""it1
She had the sense that he was a thousand
miles away--h:l.s thoughts had gone· on beyond
·the act she couldn't tell where; he was wise;
he. was forcsee:l.ng, she thought, things she
eouldn•t conceive--eternal punishment, the
flames • • • She felt terror, the idea of pain
shook her, thel.r purpose drove up in a flurry
of rain against the old stained wind-screen.
Thj_s road led nowhere else.- It was said to be the
worst act of all, the act of despair, the sin
without forgiveness; s:l. tting theT'e in the smell
of petrol she tried to realize despair, the
mortal sin, bul she couldn't; lt didn't feel
like despair-. 0
.
.·
Once more·the reader sees Pin_kle's great despair and his
choice to kill not only himself but Rose also.

Pinkl.e 1 s

· despa:l.r results in sin which is a form of moral evil because
he willingly turns away from good.
the despair of Brighton.

Rose is able
to escape .·
.

A vague thread of hope _remains with

her throughout the novel, even after Pinkie's death.

Rose''s

hope indlcates moral good by 'aeaJ'ch:l.ng for happ:l.ness. ·
Most of the ch:l.ldren in Greene·'s no.vela are conspicuous
because of thelr precocity with evil•···' "'It is. the vivid
.

9Ibid., p. 67

·~

..

lOib:l.d., p, 332.

.10

awa:reness of' e'7il in themselves and othe:rs that make some of'
·Greene's younger.characters so horrif'ying to the older ones,
who do not expect much'f'rom·the world in the f'irst place." 11
Greene.believes that innocence does not exist in e&rly
bhildhood and that in order to f·ind innocence, one must go
back to birth.

He f'urther states that during inf'ancy hell

lies all around a child; thus, a chilg is continually exposed
to evil.

Greene 15 philosophy of' evil, theref'ore, correla tea

closely to that of'. the stated hypothesis which advocates that
evil is.inseparable f'rom creation.and is a necessary postulate
f'or a perf'ect universe.
Pinkie can be characterized as being physically and
morally' evil.

Even Greene's f'irst description of' Pinkie

indicates physical evil:
·A boy (!'inki~ of' about seven.teen watched. him f'rom
the door. A shabbv smart suit, the cloth ·toe thin f'rom
much wear, a !'ace of' starved intensity, a kind of' hideous
and unne. tural pride. 12
·
On the f'ollowirig_ pa:ge, Greene further describes Pinkie:
He had a !'air smooth skin, the f'aintest down,
and his grey eyes had an effect of' heartlessness
like those i;:if an old ms n in whom human feeling
has died. i3
.
Greene's use of'

th~

word heartlessness indicates physical

evil in Pinkie because there is a privation of human feeling
and sympathy in him,

This idea of being deprived of human

11 Richard J. Voorhees, "'The World of Graham Gr.eene, 11·
The South Atlantic Quarterlv, L (1951), p. 391.
12nreene, Brighton Rock, p. 7.
13 rbid., p, B.

11
.feeling ls reinforced by Greene several times during the
course o.f the' novel:
'.the word "murder'" conveved no more to him
than the viords,..box, 11 11 ';:01lar, 11 • "giraffe." 14 'He didn't want that relationship with
anvone :· the double bed, the intimacv, it
si~kened-hiI'I like the•idea of age. 15
-A pass:l.on of cruelty stirred in h~s belly. 16
'.thus, Pinkie exempli.fies physical evil since he ;:i.e.cks
·sincere human feeli.ngs.
Moreover, moral evil in the form of sin can also
be .found in Pinkie.

Pinkie is aware of the damage that

-

vitriol can do, but he enjoys carrying a bottle of :l.t wi.tb
·him:
• • • a fa:J,nt s.ecret sensual pleasure he ,felt,
touching the bottle of vitrlol with his fingers
· as Rose came hurrying by the concert hall_, was
his nearest approach to passion. 17
·
Pinkie threatened Rose

by telling her that he was going

to throw the vitriol on her .face.

He reinforced the idea

of the serious damage that vitriol could do by telling
Rose what had happened to Peggy Baron • . Thus, Pinkie's
carrying the bottle o.f vitriol deprives Rose o.f her rights.
Howeve:r:, he sins _when he .. throws the vi tri61 on his .face:
• ~ • 'glass--somewhere--broke, he screamed· and she
saw his face--steam. He scree.med and screamed, with
his hands up to his e~res; he turned and ran; she saw
a police baton at his feet and broken glass.· He
looked half his size, doubled up in appalling agony;
it was as :l.f .the flames had literally got him and he

-~~~4.

1 4 Ibid,, p. 62.

15 Ib id, , p. 144.

16Ibid., p. 151.

17Ib1d., p. 63.

12
shPank--shrank into a schoolboy flying l.n panic
an pain, .scraMbling over a.fence, runnl.ng on. 18
Pinkie's decis:!.on to bl:!.nd hl.mself was a willful turning
away from good.

Hence, moral· evil can be seen in Einkie.

Greene believes .that a process of reciprocal corrup
tlon exists in life.

00

Man sees evil when he looks at the world

around h1.m and when he looks wl thl.n h~_mself. · Howe'7er • the
9

continual·influx of evil from· the world into man's soul is·
counteracted by the movement of evil in.the opposite direction.;
In exemplifylng th:!.s belief, Greene further substantiates
his llhilosophy which coincides d~.rectly

w:. th

cited deflnitlon of physlcal and moral ev1i.

the previously
Hence, Greene's

interest 1n the crlminal and h1s world resu1ts from the
acknowledgment of· a sense of universal guilt in which all
men must bear a part.
Therefore, . Greene attempts to make Plnkie, the
murderer in Br1.ghton Rock, a sympathetic character.

Pinkie's

background is ·very sl.milar to that of Raven's l.n Thls Gun for
Hire.

The siml larl ty between these two characters :ii.s their

common betrayal by society.
by the poverty of the slu.."ls.
.

.

Thelr lnnocence hRs been destroyed
Raven

~.s

hRre-lipped and: this

disf1gurement causes him to be repulslve to the world that has
denied hi~. Finkle also bears a scar like Rav~n, but his is
. . 19
psychic.
As a child, Plr,ikie. saw h1.s pErents making love
and thj_s traumatic experitflnce resulted in his becoming bitter

18 Ib i d., p, 35 2.•
19
A.A. J)eVl.tls, "Allegory in 'Brlghton Rock',"
Modern Fi ct ion Studi cs, I!!, 3 (J1Utumn, 1957), p. 217.

and older than his yee.rs.

Thus, to Pinkie all the ills of

the world are ascribed to sex. -However, these two characters;·
Pinkie and Raven, .differ because. Pinkie is conscious of his
choice to do evil whereas Raven is morally confused:

To

link the characters of Pinkie and Raven to the asserted hypothesis
is to recognize that Pinkie reflects moral evil while Raven
symbolizes physical evil.

Fu!'.thermor~,

Pinkie damns himself

by the utterance "Credo in unum satanam" and.::wi-llfully rejects
grace. - Moreover, the sin of blasphemy-is added "!;o his sin of
murder.
In analyzing Ida, both kinds of good and evil can be
_found in her character.

As mentioned previously, her huga

breasts are a physical deformity and suggest physical evil,
Punitive evil can also be found in Ida's desire for vengeance
in Hale's death.

In disctis sing Ida 1 s vengeance, Greene refers

to_ the Christian attitude concerning vengeance and indicates
clearly trui. t Ida did not acpept !this a t·ti tude:
somebody had made Fred unhappy, and somebody was
going to be made unhappy in turn. - An eye for an
eye. If you believed in -God, you might leave
vengeance to Him, but you couldn't trust the One,
.the universal spirit. Vengeance was Ida's, just
as much as reward was Ida's, the soft gluey ~outh
affixed in taxis, the warm handclasp in cinemas,
the only reward there was. &nd vengeance and
reward--they both were fun. 2
_
Ida's +dea of vengeance is an eye for an eye, and she considers
finding Hale 1 s murderer as a nil.ssion which she must accomplish
in order for her idea of vengeance to be fulfilled,

26 Greene, Brighton Rock, p. 48.

The

14
following quotation describes Ida's mission as she viewed
it and also suggests the presehce Of evil in Ida:
But it did no one any harm, it was just
human nature, no one could call her really
bad--a bit free and easy perhaps, a bit Bohemian;
it wasn 1 t as if. she got 11.nything out of it., B s if
like some people she sucked a man dr~r e.nd cast him
aside like a ce.st-off--threw him asj.de like R
cast-off glove. She knew what was Right and what was
Wrong. God didn 1 t-mind a bit of human nature--what
Re minded--s.nd her bra.l.n switched away from Phil
in pants to h.er Mission, yo doing good, to seeing
that the evil suffered. 2
Ida's conception cf do1.ng good 1.s to 1mnish the evilo

Thus,

punitive evil becomes evident in her character.
RowEwer, unlike Pinkie, Ida is not all evil •.

Hale

immediately noticed.some good in her:
• • • she smelt of soap and wine; comfort and peace
and ·a slow sleepy physical enjoyment, a touch of the
nursery and the mother stole from the big tipsy
mouth, the magnificent breasts and legs" and reached
Hale 1 s v.i the red and frightened brain, 2<:
Hale detects a mother image in Ida.

The fact that she seems

to offer comfort and peace to a person indl.ca tes her good.
This moral good in Ida can b,e descr1.bed as doing one's duty
without expecting reward,

.Both good and ev.il e.spects can

be found in Ida 1 s dl.spos1.tion:
She. was cheery, she was heal thy, she could get a
bit lit wl.th the best of them. She liked a good
time, her big breasts bore their carnality frankly
down the Old Steyne, but you had only to look at her
to know that you could rely on her, She wouldn 1 t·
tell tales to your wife, she· wouldn't remind you next
morning Of What you wanted to _forget 1 she WE' S honest 1
she was kindly, she belonged to the great midd.:).e law-

21

22
Ibid,, P• 218.

..
Ibid,, p, 20.

15
'·
,i

abi'ding class, her amusements were their e.musements,
her superstitions their superstitions, • • she had
no more love for anyone than they had. 23

Ida wants to enjoy life and she does just that.

However,

in enjoying life she does things which are considered
questionable and evil by society •. Ida also has the tendency
to· "go along wlth the crowd". wh1ch often results in her
being cons1dered free and eRsy, but on_e must also note her
•

good qual1t1es:

her cheerfulness, her honesty, her kindness,

and her desire to enjoy 11fe. _Thus, _moral good, whlch can
be deflned as se!'Jking man's highest good--happ_in.ess, is seen
in Ida's character.
HoweYer, Greene v:l.ews Ida Arnold as a contemptible
person. · Ida is the person who leads the pol:l.ce to Pinkie
and 5.n so doing she considers herself to be doing justice.
She is condemned by her

jollin~ss

because this characteristic

does not permit her to conce1ve of the evil in 'life.

The

'
waitress, Rose, whom Pinkie marries so that she cannot testify

against him, says the following in reference to Ida:
"I 1d ra thft' burn with you than be like her. • •
She's ignorant." 24
And Greene can feel only contempt for a person like Ida who
does not even believe in hell, while he can feel pity for
Pinkie who willfully damns h1mseli' to hell.

Ida's pre-

occupat:ton with "fair play" and the enjoyment-of life ms.kes
her unaware or P1nkie 1 s suffer:l.ng find his evil.

Her compassion

·for Rose and her desire to save Rose from Pink:l.e suggest a
23

Ibid,, p, 113.

24 Ib_.d,,
I
p. 162.

16
mother image; however, Ida is basically a callous person.

She

begins her hunt of Pinkie by conslllting· ·a ouijja board and
continues the search because it turns out to be fun, like
making love and drinking v:hich she does a good dea"J. of both.
Thus, because of her stupidity ·and her heartiness Ida is·
content and.heartless; 2 5Ida, therefore, illustrates that
. basically man de~ires the good, but :l:t is d~.fficul t with certainty
to detect and to· reject ·the evil.

She chooses the easier course

fer man to choose which is to rationalize with himself and to
silence the voice wi thi.n that says an action or thought is evil.
According to A.A. Devitis, the theme of corrupted
innocence, the.theme of betrayal, the motif of the chase,
and his own S3'Jllbols of evil applied to a specifically religious
theme are related by Greene ·for the first tinle in Brighton
Rock. 26

The r_eligicn of Pinkie and Rose is· .used to define

good and evil.

Greene's subject matter i.s repetitive of

previous work; however, the melodramatic conventions are
subjected to the domina.ting religious motif.

According to De Vi tis,

T!).e plot concerns the race track gangs and the
razor slashings that accompan,y the ·protection
racke·ts. • • • It moves against the sea, the traditional
symbol of changeless change, of cor.tinuity. In bare ·
outli.ne the novel seems ~ust another thriller: Ida
Arnold, the inquisi. ti ve person who seeks na tnral
justice; Pinkie Brown, the pursued; Rose," the love element. 27
By uni.ting the melodramati.c contrlvances _wi.th the religious

25voorhees, pp. 391-93.
26ncVi tis, "Allegory in 1 Brighton Rock 1 , " p. · 219.
2 '1Ibid o

1'7

theme, the presence of the Church is .·constantly felt.·
Therefore, .a coherent allegorical meaning is given to the no;vel
by·the religious references.
Ida.represents the mother image in

-

Brighton~·

But she is moi;e than the mother image because she becomes
•

the representative of humanity in the. allegory.

Ida is

uncomfortable when.an issue of. good and evil appears, but she
does feel that she can distinguish between right and wrong.
Ida says:
"I.tin a sticker where right's concerned, 1128
She believes that reality exists only in
her.and she appears to have no religion.

wh~t

she sees around

Ida is vitality

and strength and represents the humanity of most people.
It is logical for her to ·become the revenger.of Hale's

dea~h

since she discounts the .l.dea of God and believes in a natural
order:·
Since Ida qelieves in the natural world, within
the pattern of the allegory her idea of justice
is easy to understand, The idea of God's justice,
. however, is not so facile fSr right and wrong are
aspects of good and evil. · ·
.
Pinkie also believes in right, but his belief involves
might controlling ·right.

After witnessing his parents' ritual

of sex as a child, he rejects them and adopts Kite as his
father image because he offers Pinkie a refuge from sex.
However, Kite d:!.es and Pinkie still continues to prolong his
28 Greene, Brighton Rock, p. 19,
29 neV1tis, "Allegory in 'Brighton Rock:',

11

·

p. 221.
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·existence.

Thus, the allegory can be summarized :l.n the··

following manner:
The natural niother, within the allegory, ba t.tles
the unnatural father--Ida versus Kite, love and
violence opposed, For Kite represents the ·cult of
power as Ida represents the rellgion of humanity.
The strong nmn in ·terms of the allegory runs. up
against the forces of ,society and is defee. ted. 30
Thus, Pinkie's rejection of his parents exempl:l,fies punitive
evil in that it deprives him of a good:

his freedom or his

rights.
R.W.B. Lewis discusses the sense of universal drama
in Br:l.ghton Rock.

In his

discuss~.on,

· Lew:l.s places this

novel in theological terms of early and late medieval tradition:
the trad:l. ti on of Tertull:l.an and the dark, negative,
and incorrigibly paradoxical theology, wherein
everything superne.tural stands in implacable hqstility
over aga:l.nst everythin~ natural and human; and for the
most part, vice versa.ul
·
However, Albert Camus attacks the above Christian traditional
.view and instead supports theocentric humanism where there
is an :l.ntermediate figure who. makes the exlstence of intermed:l.ate ends, goods, and explanatlons poss:l.ble.
reconciles and makes order out of human history.

This figure
But in

Pinkie's.. wor,ld,· evei•ything is sudden and final and there· is
nothing intermed:l.a te.

Pinkie is not involved with money,

sexual love, or even with Brighton, but instead, he is
immediately faced with evil and d:l.saster 0 32
. Pinkie, however, is involved with good through Rose
who is as doomed to salvation as he is' to dampetion.

· 30 Ibid,

31

Lewis, p. 200,

32

Ibid,

He
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. realizes that he is evl.l, but he l.s e.ble to see in Rose
just the

opposite--~ood.

!inkl.e tells Rose:

"I'll be- seeing vou • • • You an' me have
things in conm10n, 11 ~:'5
But, Pinkie thinks that goodness and ignorance are identical;
however, Rose recognizes Pinkie's evil and still loves him.·
With this recogni t~_on, moral good is introduc.ed in Greene's
novel through Rose's loving Pinkie without expecting his
love in return.
In Brighton Rock, Greene compares Rose to the
Biblical character Ru th, . a virtuous ·v;onie.n _who remained loyal
to her husband's family even after his death. ·The same type
of loyalty can be found in Rose's note to Pinkie:
"'I love you, Pinkie. I don't care what you dq.
·I love you for ever. Youtve.been good to me.
iherever you go, I'll go too."' 34
Rose's loyalty and devotion to Pinkie exemplifies moral good
because she does her duty as a devoted wife e.nd she expects
no reward in return.
Rose and Pinkie have been exposed to the same symbols
of .good and evil because they are both Roman Catholics, but
Rose 1 s .innocence has not been destroyed,

The goodness·

i~

responds to the evilness in Pinkl.e, and she realizes that
Pinkie needs her:
What was most .evil in hl.m needed her: it
couldn't get alone; without goodness. 35

33Greene, Brighton ~· p. 36,
34Ibid., p. 273,

35Ibid., ll• 179.
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Hence, Pinkie destroys Rose's innocence when he marries her,
Their rnarr1.age can be described as a marriage of heaven and
hell:
She was good, he'd discovered that, and he
was damned: they were made for each other. 36
Thus, Rose and Pinkie form opposites--good and evil.

Moreover,

Rose's mElrrying Pinkie exemplif1es moral good 1n her search1ng
for her h1ghest good--happiness.
Greene describes the s'ense of sin that Pinkie and
Rose feel after their marriage-which has been arranged by Mr.
Drewitto

As they leave the Crown,

They stood on the pavement
of the Crown closed and locked
grind into place; they felt as
from an· Eden of ignorance,· On
noth~.ng to look forward to but

Gree~e

;ecords the following:

and heard the door
b eh1.nd them--a bolt
1f they were shut out
this s1de th~r,e was
experience. 31

Thus, the scene ls very similar to God's casting Adam and
Eve out of the Garden of Eden after they committed the first
sin.

Hence, sin wh,.ch is a form of moral evj.l rei;.ppears in

Pinkie's life and also Rose is once more brought into close
conte.ct w1 th sin and evil.
The fact that Rose and Pinkie know the religious
significance of their actions is presented overtly.

Pinkie

no longer practices h1.s religion, but he does believe that the
Catholic rel1gion is· "the only thing that fits."'

38

As a

result, he fu1•ther admits ""there 1 s ·Hell.. Fls.mes and
damm\tion.". 39 Rose and Pinkie often discuss their olw.nces

36Ibj d., p, 180,

3"1 Ibid., p. 249.

38

39niid,

Ibl.d., p. 72,
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of salvation, but they realize that they are doomed unless
they are gi ve'n time to repent before death,

However, Pinkie

knows. inst:l.ncti vely that he will .not repent,

Pinkie remembers:

"You could be saved between the stirrup and the ground, but
you couldn't be saved if you didn't repent,"' 40

and later

he returns to his previous thought with the idea:
the stirrup and tJl,e ground theT'e wasn·'t time:
break in a moment the habit of thought:
wh:l.le you died. 11· 4 1

"Between

~ou

couldn't

habit held you close·

Thus, ·knowing that he will not break

his habit of unrepentant hatred, he later tells Rose:
stirrup and the ground,

That doesn't work.• " 42

"The

Rose responds

to Pinkie 1 s r·emark by sa3'fng .that she also wants to be doomed.

·.

.

Hence, Rose, like the wh:l.skev priest in The Power and the Glorv

--

--

----~

and Scobie in The Heart of the Matter, is prepared to lose
neaven as a result of her love for Pinkie.

·Here again, Rose

illustre. tes moT'al good in doing her du ty--loving Pinkie instead
of attaining satisfaction from loving God,
According to Wi.lhelm HoT'tmann, thls choice of
damnat:l.on is "'first and foremost the anguished outcry of the
.soul torn· between love of God and' the love of fellow-beings. 11 43
However, .'this cho-ice is made by Rose, the whiskey priest, and.
Scoble after considerable thought and it :l.s not a dec:l.sion upon
which any of the three would renege,

Hartmann further

explains that the choices made· by Greene's che.racteT's rep'resent:

"·
40

Ibid., pp. 152-53.

41

.
Ibld., p. 155

42 .
Ibid,, P• 162.

4 3vrilhelm Hartmann, "Graham GT'eene ·: The Burnt-Out
Catholic," Twentieth Centurv Llterature, X (Apr:l.l, 1964-~
JanuaT'y, 1965), p. 66.
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• • • a.well-premeditated standpoint, the ultimate end
of the spiritual road which each of his characters
has measured out in 1ts ent1rety. It's a del1berate
·attempt to force God's hand, if that is possible, to
compel Him to. intercede fc5r the beloved person or persons
or otherwise cO!!lJll.it the divine injustice of danµiing what
is presented by Greene as an obviously innocent person. 44
·Therefore, when Rose considers the suicide pact with Pinkie·
she thinks:

•

He was going to damn himself but She was going
to show them that they wouldn't damn him without
damning her too. 45
In her.confession later Rose also remarks:
·•

·r don't want absolution.
him--damned. 11 46
11

I want to be like

Since throughout Brigl1ton Rock, Rose incorporates both
recognized objective ~~eories of moral good which ~re stated
in the
hypothesis, .it appears' to be an injustice to .damn an
..
innocent person like her.
As previously stated, Pinki'e reali.zes that a conscious
effont of will is necessary in order to ·obtain salvation.

He

concludes that· there is no time in death for this conscious
effort, even though there has been plenty of time to do evil.
Robert

o.

Evans comments:

"'the metaphysic of Brighton .Rock

requires an act of will for both good and evil. 11' 47

Evans

further points out that Pinkie is hellbent on damnation.
44

Ibid., pp. 66-67.

4 5Greene, Brighton Rock, p. 332.
46
Ibid., p. 355,
47 Robert O, Evans, 11·The Satan1st Fallacy of Brighton
Rock ,. Graham Greene: Some Cr1tical Considerations, ed. Robert
o. E~ans (Lexington, Kentucky: Unlvers1 ty of Kentucky Press,·
1963), P• 161.
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'
:·All
of Pinkie's. fr1ends--Sp1cer, Dallow 1 Cub! tt,

and Mr. Drewltt--represent p):lysical and moral evil.
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Spicer,.

Dallow, and Cubltt belong to Pinkie's racetrack gang.

Each of

these men is directly associated with razor slashlngs, rackets,
book-makers, and gamblers.

'.Lhey become restless after Hale's

death and are afraid that 'they will be puni:s.hed for the
murders·and wrong doings they have cm:nnitted,

'.Lhis restlessness

ls especially notlceable in Spicer:
Spicer was restless these days. There was
nothing for him to do, When the races began again
· he wouldn't feel so bad, he wouldn't think so much
about Hale. It was the medical evidence 'that upset
him: "Death from natural causes," when with his own
eyes he'd seen the Boy • • • It was flshy, it wasn't
straight, He told himself that he could face a police
inquiry, but he couldn't stand this not knowlng,
the false security of the verdlot. There was a catch
in it somewhere, and all through the long summer sunlight
Spicer wandered uneasily, watching out for trouble, ••
He knew it was just nerves, "I '11 be all right
v.hen the races start 1 " he told himself' 1 like a man
with a poisoned body who believes t~~t all will be
well when a single tooth ls drawn.
This restlessness which can be f'ound in all the gang_ members
is phyjli cal evil because the men are being depr1 ved of living
a calm, restful life.

Moreover, sln can also be found in

these three men since tl].ey have i.ntentlonally killed other
people to obtaln their own selfish goals.

By being aware'

of what they were doing and by willingly turning from good,
they

h~ve

sinned.

Mr. Drewitt is also a friend of Pinkie's who can be
categorized as morally
things for Pinkie,
48

~vil.

He is the lawyer who "fixes"

When Pinkie decides to marry Rose, he sends

Greene, Brighton Rook, pp. 114-15.
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for Mr. Drewitt:
! want Mr. Drew! tt fetched •. I want him to
fix
me something •. He's ·the only lawyer we
1
can trust round here--if we can trust him." 49
11

Mr .• Drewitt is not the honest, respectable person that one
would think of as a lawyer.
person who has done

SD

Instead, he is the type of

much evil that he has given Up the

determination to do the right thing and he perm! ts Pinkie
to tell him what to do,

Mr. Drewitt covers up for Sp1cer 1 s

murder and even tells Pinkie how to 1DEtke it look like his
death was an accident,

Mr. Drewitt sins by willingly

turning from good and covering up for Spicer's murder.

Mr. Drewitt and Pinkie's friends are discussed in
William D. Ellis' article .. The Grand Theme ·or Graham Greene."
In discussing

Brighton~.

Ellis comments:

Br:!.ghton Rock, llke Mobv-D:!.ck, conceals beneath
its characters· and plot, Itilsex, cruelty, terror,
murder, and other violences and treacheries a
symbolic allegory of mankind's gaining salva5ton
or da11U1ation after reaching moral ms turity.
· .
In order to understand th:!.s allegory, _the symbolic nature
of the characters must be understood.

Spicer, Dallow, and

Cubitt each suggests in name and action on·e s.spect of physical
love.

The" spicy" approach to physica·l love is· suggested by

Spicer; the "dallying" approach,, by Dallovi'; and the chivalric
approacg among high lords and ladies in cheap fiction, by
Cub!tt.

The priestly or legallstic approach to physical love

49Ib1d., p. 155.
50w11liam D. Ellis, Jr., "The Grand Theme of Graham
Greene,·" Southwest Review, XLI (Summer, 1956), p. 248.
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is/~ugges ted by nrewi tt who arranges the marriage between
P;lnkie and Rose._
to love,

Ida also 1nd1ca_tes the. physical approach

However, she also reveals the attitude of having

no real love for Hale or any other human being.

Thus, the

minor characters represent what the world calls love,
Pinkie and Rose, nowever, symbolize. true love which
can be obtained only by mature individuals.

Their names

suggest two similar shades of the same color; therefore, these
names suggest the double nature_of man--good and evil,

Man,

by emphasizing either side of his nature, can select damnation
or salvation.

Pinkie consciously does evil by killing Hale

and Spicer and by subjecting Rose to terror, violence, and
treachery,

Ellis collllllents:

.A'll this suggests that Pinkie is man's evil
nature which prefers the demands of self to the
demands of other's and even tries to kill, as
Pinkie did Rose, the good within himself when
the ~mportunities of those who, like Ida A§~old,
talk of Right and Wrong make him despair.
Rose is man's good self •. Even though she submits to "the evil
in others, she continues to hope and refuses to despair
about God's mercy.

By doing so, she gains salvation.

In

gaining the salvation of God, Rose finds the fulfillment and
satisfaction of her existence and her happiness.

In so doing,

she exemplifies one of the stated definitions of moral good.
Greene has said that Hale and Mr. Colleoni are
neither good nor evil.
in the allegory.

51

They represent the s_uperna tural forces

Hale ts presented as the Christ figure who

Ibid. , p, 249.
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gives out cards of salvation, while Mr. Colleoni represents
Sa tan.

"Hale and Colleoni symbolize the idea the. t man 1 s

evil is in himself, not 'in his stars' or in the forces of
the s.uperna tural • 11·

52

Hale and Mr. Colleoni exemplii'y the

conflict of man wanting good and evil e.t the s·e.me time.
However, it is difficult to detect and to reject the evil.
Therefore, the ea;;iler course for man to choose is to· rationali ze with and to silence the man within who say·s ·that an
action _or thought 5.s evil.
In the final scene of Brighton Rock,

Greene emphasizes

,

'the relationship of good and evil with love.

After Pinkie's·

death, Rose remembers their discussions dealing with deathbed
repentance and salvation.

But Rose knows that Pinkie was

'damned and that he died in~mortal sin with no chance for
repentance.

When she goes to confession, Rose explains that

she wants to be just like Pinkie--damned,

However, the priest

tells her the following ·stor.y:
11

There was a .man, a Frenchman, you wouldn rt know
about him, my child, who had the same ~.dea as you.
He was a good man, a holy man, and he lived in sin
all through his life, because he couldn't bear the
idea ,that any soul could suffer damnat1on • • • • This·.
man .decided that if any soul was going to be damned,
he would be damned too. He never took the sacraments;
he never married his wife in church. I don't ·know,
my child, but some people think he wasm-well, a saint,
I think he died in what we are· told is mortal sin--I'ni
. not. sure; it was in the war; ·perhaps. •. • • You can't
concelve, my child, nor can I or anyon~,--152e • • • appalling
• • • strangeness of the mercy of God,
.

52

,~·

Ibid.

53 Greene, Brighton Rock, pp.

356-5?~
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Of course, Rose does not recognize the Frenchman as being
/

.

·the patron saint of the modern Catholic novel, Charles Peguy,
but she does promise to return the following day for absolution.
The final blow that Pinkie strikes to Rose's love
. for him is the recording of his ·voice which says, "God damn.
you, you li tt.le bitch, ·why can! t you go back home for ever
and.let me be'?" 5 4

After leaving confession, Rose goes back

to the boardingho~se to play the recording and to receive
the betrayal of !:).er loving spirit.

"Pinkie •s life was shot

through with evil, the 'dreary hopeless failure of love';
and for that he is damned, as Rose knew."' 55 However, Ro.se
can will her
hopeless.

fa~e,

even though it appears to be dismal and

Rose is far too innocent to understand the priest

and.her innocence is an asset, but it is not an assurance
. of virtme according to Greene.

Hence,

11

·innocence has kept

Rose from selflove •.• • and accordingly, there is very real
hope she will find.salvation.
At the end of Brighton

She must, however, earn it. II 56·
~'

the emphasis shifts

from Pinkie to Rose because Greene's interest is salvation
not damnation.

Rose's premonition;that she is pregnant. is

left uncertain by .Greene; however, it is suggestive that Pinkie 1 s
evil has backfired once more.

In dlscussing this possibility,

Robert o. Evans states:

Thi~ conception [Rose 1 s bel:l.ef that she is pregnant]

in fact gives Rose something to live for, rather than sinks
54 Ibid., p. 257

55Ellis, ·P• 250.

5

~Evans, P• 167.
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,; her; deeper into the traps of life·. Such ll. viev1 would
be consisteg; with her selfless bharacter and her
innoqence.
.
Thus, the reader is encouraged to believe that Rose's goodness
will result finally in sal va ti on becE>.use she exemplifie!l not

.

.

only the theory that moral good lies in searching for man.1 s
highest good--happlness, but also, that moral good is seen·
58
in do5.ng one's duty without expecting r eviard.
The correspondence between Graham Greene's thematic
usage of good and evil and the Catholic Church's conception
of them has

re en

proven in th5.s chRpter.

The character Rose

possesses moral good, while Pinkie illustrates physical evil,
punitive evil, and sin.

The characters Spicer, Dallovi, Cubitt,

and Mr. Drcwitt also exempllfy physical evil and moral evil
in the form of sin.
evil, and -moral good,

Ida represents physical evil, punitive
Thus, she ls the only character who

is presented as a comblnation of good and evil.

She represents

the conflict whlch man has in choosing between good and evil,
and man 1 s tendency to rationali'ze when an issue of' good and
evil exists.

By using the themes of good and evil in Brighton

Rock, Graham Greene has been able to accomplish his purpose
of awakening a sense of sin within thfl reader• a.nd also, at
the same time, remindint; the reader of "'the

0

••

appalling

59
• • • s trangflneE s of the mercy of" God."

58Ibid., pp, 166-68_,
59

.
Greene, Bri5hton Rock, p, 357,

Chapter III
THE

THE~ffiTIC

USAGE OF GOOD AND EVIL
IN THE POWER AND THE GLORY

--

-- --

The -Power e.nd the Glory is a cons.l.derable advance on
Brighton Rock because in it good and_evil are more truly mingled
in the central character of the priest than they are in the
separate characters of Pinkie and Rose.

In The Power

and~

Glorv, Greene presents the story of a hunted, desperate, and
"dtliten: man--a priest.

The conflict within the novel involves

the priest who_ represents the old and tradi tl.onal religion and
the lieutenant who represents the new politlcal order and power·
group.
pl~t

The priest represents "everyman" or "anyman" and the

revolves around the priest's battle with the government and

his attempt to find.himself and his God,

In searching to find

his true identl. ty, the battle of good Etnd evll becomes evident.
Thus, moral good ls exemplified in the priest's searching for
h:l,s highest good--happiness, which the Catholics further
unite with ultl.mate good, God.· •
· .GrahE'm Greene 1 s thematic usage of 1;'.ood and ev"il can
be found in The Power and thr. Glorv,

The wr-1.skey pl'iest

indicates both moral good and physical evil in his character.
Like. the whlskey prl est, the ll.eutenant
also.

dl.spla·~rs

physical evil

In add!.tion, _the 'world of the whl.skey prlest and the

Mexican village together

exemplif~r·

punitive evil by the

sugges tl.on of death, treachery, and violence.
29

Puni ti ire evil

30
I

t

is·.'!llso 'illustrated through the characters of Padre Jose
and the gangster.

Brlgida, .like·her father, is a combination

of both moral good and punitive evil.

Lastly, Mr. Tench,

the. dentist, demonstrates punitive evil through his loneliness.
The apparent plot of Thll Power and

~

Glory deals

,

with the organized search to find the priest:
ttr arn .looking for a mari, "' the lieutenant
said. "He has been reported in this district."
"He can't be here."'
"Your daughter tells me the same."'
"'She knows. 11•
"Re is wanted on a very serious charge. 11 •
"Murder?"
"'No. Treason. 11 60
Within the Mexlcan villages, this constant search for the
priest is recognized in the above dialogue.

"'The hidden

or s·econdary plot moves independently of the apparent plot
until they.finally merge at the point of discovery," 6 1
However, this hidden plot begins to appear when the suffering
of the people C!\Uses the priest to suffer !\lso:
''What is the matter with you all?" he said,
ttWhy should you be afraid?"
"Haven't you heard • • • ?"
~'Reard ?"

"'They are taking hostages now--from all the
villages where they think you've been. And if
the people don't tell , • • somebody is shot , • ,
.and then they take another hostage." 62

60 Graham Greene, The Power and the. Glory (New York:
The· Viking. Press, 1970), pp~ 46-47,
61 Joseph L. Mills, "Plut.chik 1 s Emotive Theory as
Applied to Eschatologlc.al Elements in Key Works of Graham
Greene" (unpubl~.shed Master's thesis, Morehead state
University, 1967), p. 19.

62

Greene,

~Power~~

Glorv, pp. 86-87,
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Thus, people are being killed because of the priest.

This

cruel search by the Mexican governor is an attempt to rid
the region of all traces of religion, esp-ecially Catholicism.
Therefore, the tragic plot of the novel involves the apparent
plot--the search for the priest --and the hidden p l ot- -the
priest's search for peace' of mind.
ffnds ~

Hence, .in God, the priest·

the fulfillment and satisfaction of his existence, his

happinesg, and at the same time he fuli'ills his highest duty
by accomplishing the purpose for which he was created.
Through his search for peace of mind, the priest is
confronted with the battle of good and evil through several
conflicts.

His flight, hiding , and drinking are the surfsce

level conflict s, wh i le his one-time marriage, lack of dign3ty ,
sins, and frailty are the conflicts in the hidden plot:
She [ Maria] said savagely: "I knov~ a bout things.
! went to school. I'm not like these others--i gno rant.
I know you're a bad pries t. That time we were together- I bet that wasn't all you 've done. I've heard things,
I can tell vou. Do you th -5 nk God wants vou to stay
and die--a ~hiskey priest like you? 11 63 ~
The above llnes represent the lncree.sing seriousness of the
novel.

The com.p lex intera ctions are many.

Sin, human

frailty, value judgments, a nd reli gious assertions comp rise
the growing seriousness of the novel.

The following passage

indicates the confJ.icts which are growlng vi th1.n the mind of
the priest :
G3

Ib i d • , p • 1 O? •
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If God intended him to escape he could snatch
him awe.y frol'l l.n front of a firing fl quad, But
God waf! merc5.ful: there was only one reason,
·surely, which v1ould !'lake H5.m refuse His peace-if there was any peace--that he could still be
of use in saving a soul, his own or anotherJs,
But what good co<ild he do now? They had him
·on the run: arid he dared not enter a irillage in
case somebody else should pay with his life:
perhaps a man who was j_n mortal sin and unrepente.nt:
J.t was impossible:to sa;,> v:hat souls might .not be
lost simply because he was obstinate and proad and
wouldn't adl'lit defeat, He couldn't even··say Mass
any longer--he had no wine, It had all gone down
the dry gullet of the Chief of' Pol1c.e, It vias-appallingly~=complj.cated,
He ·was still afraid of
death; he would be more afraid of death yet when
the morn1.ng came, but it was beginning to attract
him by its simplicity. 54·
Thus, the theme of good e.nd evil continually grows in
predominance as the priest becomes more arid more involved
with his search for himself and his God.
As stated previously,. the h:i.dden plot merges with
the apparent plot and this mergence occurs when the priest

says:
"'Heaven is.V1here tll.ere is no jefe~ n.o unjust
laws, no taxes,. no soldiers, and no hunger.
Your children do not dHi'. 5.n heaven, 11 65
The confl5.cts within the priest's mind concerning life,
death, and rebirth Hre now as important as hls.flight fr.om
the soldiers.

The priest, v1ho is running from himself and

God, becomes aware of his predl.c!'.ment when he :!:s ·betrayed
by a h~.lf=caste · Jud.qs:
• • , this was ,Judas sick and· unsteady and scared
· J.n the dark, He had only to beat the rattle on ·to
leave him stranded in the ·rorest--once he dug in ·

64Ibid., p. 175.

65niid,, P• 95,
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the point of his stick and forced it forward at
a weary trot, and he could feel the pull, pull
Of the half~caste's arm on the stirrup, holding
him back. There was a groan--:l.t sounded like
"Mother of God," and he let the mule slacken its
pace. He prayed ·sllently: "God forg:l. ve me":
Christ had died for this man too: how could he preter:d
w:i. th his pr:l.de P.nd lust and cowardice to be ~ny more
worthy of that death than th:l.s half-caste?· 6
·
In these lines the conf.licts within the priest concerning
·,

good and evil become more apparent.

The pr:l.est realizes

that instead of be:l.ng :l.n a state of grace, he is a sinner
who is no better than the half;o;caste.

The priest allows

his· pride and lust so to interfere with his duties that he
forgets that Christ had died for men like
well as for himself.

th~

half-caste as

Thus, the priest reveals physical evil

in his blindness to the full meaning of Christ's death.
Even though the whiskey· priest lacks this insight
into the full meaning of Christ's death, he does exemplify
moral good.

He is an affectionate.man who thinks kindly

and fatherly of his daughter:
P:t the word bastard hls heart moved painfully:
it was as when a man in love hears a str_anger name
a flower which is also the neme of a woman. Bastard:
the word filled him with miserable happiness. It
brought hi~ own child nearer: he could see her under
the tree by the rubbish-dump, unguarded. He repeated
"Bastard?" as he mj_ght have repeated hg7 name--with
tenderness disguised as indifference.
He tries to cast aside W.s true feelings for his daughter;·
however, he is unable to do so.

When he thinks of her, he

.does so affectionatly and tenderly, not

resentfully~

The

whiskey priest 1 s ·ar fee ti on can als·o be seen after he has
66
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spent the night in the jail:
He was moved by an enormous and irrational
affection for the inhabitants of this
prison. 68
This affection which characterizes the priest exemplifies
moral good, since the priest performs his duty of loving
his daughter and the sinful people in the jail with no
thought of being rewarded.
The priest is incapable of hating others.

In fact,

he believes that there is no such thing as hate:

" .

When you visualized a man or woman carefully,
you could always begin to feel pity • • • that
was a quality God's image carried with it • • •
when you saw the lines at the corners of the eyes,
the shape of the mouth, how the.hair grew, it was
impossible to hate. Hate was just a failure of
imagination. He began again to feel ~n enormous
.responsi.bili ty. for the P.ious woman. 9
The priest feels obligated to the Mexican people, even
though many of.them rio longer respect him as they had in
the past.· Since the lieutenant is taking hostages from
the villages, ·most of the people simply want the priest
to perform his duties hurriedly and to leave.

However, the

priest does not hate the people.f9r their attitudes, and he
continues in his work even though he has had opportuni·ties
to escape from Mexico.

By loving the people instead of

hatlng them, the priest demonstrates moral good.
Furthermore, the

exist~nce

of moral good in the form

of searching for happiness can be seen through the priest's
desire to take part in confession:·.

68
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He thought: If· I go, I shall ~eet other
priests: I shall go to confession: I shall
feel contrition and be forgiven: eternal life
will begin for me all over again. The Church
taught that it was every man's first duty to
save his own soul. The simple ideas of hell
.and heaven moved in his brain: life without
books, without contact w:tth educated men, had
peeled away from his memory everything but
.the simplest outline ~f the mystery.70
By taking part in confession, he hopes to receive absolution.
Thus, a faint indication .of hope can be seen in the whiskey
priest.
The whiskey priest, who has been searching for God,
finds Him in the· darkness and stench of a prison, among the
sinners and the rats and the rascals.

And in finding God,

he experienc!'ls the companionship of the gu5.lty and wretche·d.
The priest is placed in the jail after being arrested for
carrying brandy.

While in the pit.ch-black cell WI th a woman

on one side demanding to make her confession and an unseen
couple copulating somewhere on the floor, the priest is
touched:
• • • by an extraordinary affection. He was
just one criminal among a herd of criminals • • •
he had a sense of companionship which he had
never received in the old days when pious people
came kissing his black cotton glove.'71
In.this effective scene, the priest realizes fully his sinful
nature and his likeness to the people around him in the cell.

By feeling a companionship with these people, the priest is
able to find the God he is seE\king.

Ther•efore, he reaches

the ultimate good--God.
70 Ibid., pp. 88-89.

' 7 1Ibid., PP• 173-74.
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The_ story of the wh1skey priest is similar to
Christ •s story. ·Like Chr:l.st, the priest· is betrayed by a
Judas whom he forgives; he ·enters the dee. th-trap willingly;
0

he dies beside a thief; and h e is executed for his- faith!
However, according to Karl Patten, the. priest does not
stand for Ch~ist in any slmple allegorical equation:.
· •• , he [the priestj iii Christ-H.ke in that he
has consecrated himself, as any Christian.should,
to live a life in the pattern of Christ. He is
not the son of God who redeems the s:l.ns of ... mankind,
but he can redeem himself and be a wl. tness, aJ.beit
flawed, to the Christian way in an unchristian
world, an example to mankind. 72
Thus, the priest serves as Greene's example of a man who can
redeem himself and be a witness for God.

In this redemption,

the priest accomplishes the purpose for which he was created-loving God.
·As mentioned previously in chapter two, the whiskey
priest is conscious qf his choice of damnation and it is not a
choice from which he will renege:·
"Listen,"' the priest ;aid earnestly, leaning
forward in the dark, pressing on a cramped foot,
"I •m not as d1shonest as you think I am. Why do
you think I tell people out ,of the pulpit that
they're in danger of damnation if death catches
them unawares? I'm not telling them fairy-stories.
I don't believe myself, I don't know a thing about
the mercy of God: I don•t know how awful the
human heart looks to Him, But I do know this-that if there •s ever been a s:l.ngle man in this
state damned, then I'll be damned too."' .. He said
slowly: 11 I wouldn't want it to be any different. I
just want justice, that's all, 11 73

'12 Karl Patten, · 11 The structure of The Power and the
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,f

such sentiments are heroic and the implications seem to
be that

.-

11

·either God· or the Church is E>t fErnlt in envisaging
the possibill. ty of hell for e.lmost anyone at all." '14 In

asking for justl.ce the priest is thinking only of M.mself
and.does not want any different treatment from others.

The

meaning of the pRssage seems to be:
• • , if the 1imited and sinful priest recognizes
how.pitiful human beings are, how much more must
God in His all-encompassl.ng understanding of humEln
nature fl.nd them objects of pity and forgl.veness. 75
Thus, the suggestion arises in The Power~ the Glory, as
in Brighton.Rock, that the Church is lim1ted 1n its understanding of and provl.d1ng for human failure, thEI t one cannot expect
true justice from the Church, and that an

all~merciful

will make the final decisl.on concerning dE1mnation.

God

Hence,

Greene appears to be guilty .of heresy, althought he has no
conscious intention of subverting the authority of the Church.
Many literary critics ml.sunderstari.d Greene's position
on sin and s1nners,

"Sin mysticism" l.s a term wh1.ch has been

given to Gree;ne 's glorifica tl.on of sin and the accompanying
notion that damnation is somehow an immediate form of
salvation.

Herbert HE',ber commented on Greene •s

11

s1n

mysticism" and concludes that the priest found the path to
martyrdom and .sainthood by being ·i.mmersed into the flame
of earthly sin.
74

He further states that· throti13h adultery and
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drunkenness, the priest finds the capacity to love and-·
76
to become humble,
However, Francis L. Kunkel says
that it is faulty to perceive a cause and effect relationship in terms of the priest's humility and se1fless love
resulting from alcoholism and fornication.

Kunkel states:

The Priest and, f~r that matter, Sarah, al~o
grow spiritually not because they have sinned-sin is not the condition for their v!rtues--but
because they haNe been engulfed by disaster,
purified by pain. The priest's complacency is
corroded by persecution • • • • Tn other words,
Greene is exalting the whiskey priest, .not·chis
whiskey-guzzling. 77
.
Thus, the sinner, not the sin, receives Greene's sympathies.
Like Greene, other modern Catholic wr!ters--Bloy and Mauriac,
for example--also have the recurrent figure of the sinner who
never abandons himself to sin wrl.thout a struggle and who
continually fights his bondage.
alone can save him.

This sinner knows that Christ

KUnkel further explains:

Neither Greene nor the others are celebrating
"sin as an inc:!. tement to salvation" but rather
the weakrmss of man and the power of God,
Greene does not glorlfy ·s'in; he glorifies
humility. The priest's love for Christ •• , is
not augmented by his betrayal but by the sorrow
that ensues from the betrayal. 78
Hence, Kunkel· recognizes Greene '.s purpose in writing

EIS

being the desire to awaken a sense of sin within the reader
and to still remind him of God's infinite love.
Graham Greene, in his essay "The Yoting Dickens,~'
76 Francts L, Kunkel, "The- TheMe of Sin and Grace,"
Graham Greene: Some Critical Considerations, ed. Robert O.
Evans (Lexington:University of Kentucky Press, 1963), P• 57,
'18 Ibid., p. 58,
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discusses specific reference to Oliver.Twist:
This world of nickens is a world without God;
·and as a 'substitute for the power and the glory
of the omnipotent and omniscient are a few
sentimental references to heaven, e.ngels, and
the sweet faces of the dead. • • • In this
Manich.aean world we can believe. in evil-doing
but goodness wilts into philanthropy, kindness,
and those strange vague sicknesses· into which
Dicken•s-young women so frequently fall and
which seem in his eyes a kind of badge of
-virtue, as though there were a meFit in death. 79
In The Power

and.~

Glorv, Greene portrays in the uncommon

and ste.rtling guise· of melodramatic allegory the power and
glory of God through his two central characters, the whiskey
priest and the lieutenant of the new order.

"The <aifferen·ces

that exis.t in these two symbolic figures are satirically
antithetical, each suggesting what the other should be,
each. accenting the. pity that. is in the other while denying
the evil." BO

The immediate implications of the differences

in the portrayals of the priest and the lleutenant are satiric;
but ultimately' 'by suggesting the. dedi ca ti on of each man'
they are ironi"c.

Physical evil is exempllfied in this

si. tua ti on since it reveals the inablli ty of both the priest
and the lieutenant to see evil in.each other.
Within the allegory, the opposite poles represented
by the whiskey priest and lieutenant are arranged in satiric
fashion; the reJ.igious order is represented by the priest,
the secular by the lieutenant.

'19
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statement in reference to .the lieutenant:
The lieutenant's power is, understandably, the
source of his belief; and he accepts the violence
and brutal1ty that th1s power engenders as
necessary. and rational concomitants of hJ.s faith •
. He is temperate, completely certain of the value
of his creed. He is strong, resolute, and dedicated.
He has self-respect, And he is celibate. As he
. exercises his pOl:·er, be puts killing down to love, 8 1
In every respect .except faith, the lieutenant appears much
more like an ideal pr1est.

The lieutenant •s room is "like a

monastic cell"' 82

and "'there was something of a priest
.
in hls intent observant walk--a theologian goJ.ng back over
the errors of the past to des troy them agP.in." 83

His zeal

in hunting down the priest is purely ideological and he twice
acts unknowingly with generosity toward his victim.

Finally,

when the prlest is killed, the lieutenant appears to feel
that llfe no longer has any import'ance.

Thus, the lieutenant

is everything that the wM.skey priest should be and is not.
In this incidence, moral ev:l. l is ·revealed :l.n the priest 1 s
lack of moral good or le.ck of right order in his will.
The opposite pole in the allegory is represented
by the priest, who seeks to evade his

responsibilit~r,

priest is a coward and a creature of habit,
th:l,s fact and refers to 1 t ·often;

The

He realizes

He has s:l.nned grievously

in many ways, but he has kept on administe:r:l.ng the se.crament

81 Ibid., p. 91,
82 Greene, The Power and the Glo:rv, p. 32,
83
Ibid,
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to those who needed it.

His virtue lies in the fact th.at he

has never rejected the divine spark.

Thus, the differences

between these two men are ultime:.tely points of irony rather
than of satire.

Devitis makes the following comment:

For Greene, in holding up to contempt the
deficiencies of one man, nevertheless caricatures
the virtues of the other. Neither is a hero
in the traditional· sense, Y§~ both portray·theforce of their convictions.
.
Hence, DeVitis recognizes that the deficiencies of the
lieutenant are used to exemplify the virtues .of ...the whiskey
priest~

During the third encounter of the priest e.nd the
lieutenant over the body of the gangster, the lieutenant
argues that the priest must be destroyed even though he is
a good man because he is a thre;a t_ to the well-being of the
state.

The lieutenant insists that his religion is best

because it. will free the people from want and misery.

The

priest replies to this comment with the only possible ans v1er1
he can.

According to the priest, the poor are in greatest

favor with God and the kingdom of heaven is. the:!.rs.

The

lieutenant and the priest disagree on what constitutes the
essence of living.

The priest says that a person who rule.s

through powe1• and fear is open to the temptations of power
and fear; and he states that unless a ruler has motives of
honesty and truth that nothing but corruption can result
.from his off:!.ce:
84DeVitis, Gr
, a h am Grree ne., p, 91 •
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1trt•s no good your working for your end unless
you•re a good man yourself. And there won't
always_ be good men in your party. Then you'll
. hP.ve all the old starvation, beating, get-richanyhovi. But it doesn•t·matter so much my being
a coward--and all the rest. I can put God into
a man•s mouth just the same--and I can give him
God's pardon. It wouldn't make any difference
85
to that if every priest in the Church was like me.
The p_rlest

differ~

from the lieutenant in that the

priest uses perfection as hi_s point ot:· reference.

"It's

better to ·1et him. ~he poor ma~ die in dirt Eind wall;e in
heaven," 86 he says.

Greene's satire on tne political order

is made explicit here.

Once the lieutenant has clothed and

fed the body and forced the poor to accept the 1tsacraments"
of political pr?gress, the only:religion left for the poor
man is one of fear, violence, e.nd despair.

"The priest __ insists

that unless authority begins. from perfect:Hin1·,from God, it
will breed· corruption." 87

While speaking wi~h the authority

of his church, the pr_iest is nevertheless aware of his
inadequacies·as a man and states,-as previously quoted, that
if any man is damned that he is and that he only wants justice.
Greene

empl~ys

this same motif in the epilogue scene

of Brighton Rock when Bose goes 'ta confession.

Rose is_

aware that Pinkie _is damned, and the lieutenant's inteill.gence
tells him that if there ;ls salvation, the priest is saved.
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Thus, the.lieutenant promises to ask Father .Jose, the
conformist, to hear the confession of the whiskey priest,
even if it does mean a

11

'trfumph for that old corrupt God-

ridden world. 11 88
The lieutenant feels his weakness when he gives
in to the priest's plea for a confessor, but he refuses to
acknowledge the fact.

Once.more the novel's satire appears

and DeVitis collll'lents:
. /

.

When Father .Jose refuses to hear the fugitive's
confession, the secular order seems to triumph;
-· but strangely, the lieutens.nt experiences the
·sensation of vs.cancy as he never has before.
The priest has touched the heart of the man;
but in the pursuit of his duty the lieutenant
is inflexible. And indeed he must remain so
or tear the fabric of the alle~ory; his
capitulation would mean the submission of the
power· cult to God. · 89
.
·
In The Power and the Glorv, the conventional ideas
of sanctity

an~

of the priesthood are challenged.

The

picaresque life·of the whiskey priest is deliberately
contrasted with the conventional saint's life that a Mexican
mother readsc. to her son and daughter; but ·it is the former
that has the breath of life
passion of Christ.

and,m~re

in common with the

The story of Christ and ,Judas is paralleled

by the relationship between the priest and the

half~caste

who betrays him, and the death of Chrlst on the cross is
recalled in the scene in which the jefe and his cousin greedily
88Greene, The Power and

~

Glorv, p, 273,

89DeVitis, Graham Greene, p. 95.
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consume the priest's

wine~

The sentimentality of the

..

·story alienates the l.l.ttle boy and throws him temporarily
into allegiance to the lieutenant, but the death of the
whiskey.priest restores the boy's loyalty to his faith.
It is the boy who welcomes the new priest who arrives
to fill the vacancy left by the death of the whiskey priest:
"If you.1:1ould J.et me come in, 11 • the man said
with an odd frightened smile, and suddenJ.y lowering
his voice he said to the boy: "I am a pr1est. 11
•>.you?" the boy excla:!.med.
"Yes," he said gently... "My naroe is
Father ---" But the boy had already swung the
door open and put his lips to his hana before
the other could give himself a name. . 0
·
The new priest, then, parallels the anonymity of the whiskey
priest which indicates the fact that the pri.estly ministry
transcends personal imperfections.

Thus, the priest becomes

the last frail source of religiou's consolation in a place
characterized by abandonment.

For instance, Padre ,Tosi

made the follovd.ng . comment concerning the world:
• • • it would roll·h~avily in space uns!r its
fog like a burning and abandoned. ship.
After the priest spends the night in jail, he·feels that he
has passed into a region of abandonment:
In an odd way he felt abandoned beg~use they
had shown no sign of recognition.
Hence, the word

11

abandon" recurs .throughout the novel.

This

sense of abandonment causes the pe·ople to he.ve little ·hope for

90 Greene, The Power and the Glorv, p. 273.

91 Ibid., p. 38.

92 Ibid., p• 183,
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a better future and exemplifies the presence of punitive
evil in

~

Power and the Glory.

The existence of punitive evil in the Mexican
villages is immediately suggested by Greene in his"opening
...

-lines of The Power and the Glorv,

He begins this novel in

the following manner:

Mr. Tench went out· to look foP.his ether
cylinder: out into the blazing Mexican sun
and the.bleaching dust. A few buzzards looked
down from the roof with shabby indifference:
he wasn •t carrion yet, A fal.nt feeling of
rebellion stirred in Mr. Tench's heart, and
- he wrenched up a piece of the road with
splintering finger-nails and tossed it feebly
up at them. , One of them rose and flapped across
the town: over the tiny plaza, over the bust
of an ex-president, ex-general, ex-human being,
over the two stalls which sold mlneral water,
towards the river and the sea, It wouldn't find
anything there: the sharks looked after the
carrion on ggat side, Mr. Tench went on across
the plaza.
The village

app~ars

to be almost.a ghost town and it seems

to be surrounded· by death.

The buzzards suggest the presence

of death in the little village, and, in order to convey
this sense of death and evil, Greene uses the words:
ttcarrion,r. and "ex-human being. 11 , By establishing an atmo'

sphere of abandonment and death in his opening paragraph,
Greene implies the existence of punitive evil in the Mexican
village.
·In like manner, the whiskey priest encounters
punl ti ve evil ln h:l.s world also,

Most of the people with

whom he comes into contact are sinners,
93
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the half-caste ,Tudas confesses:
.. I've given money to boys--you know what
I mean.. And I 1 ve ea ten meat on Fridays,"
The awful jumble of the ·gross, the trivlal,
and the grotesque shot up between the two
yellow fangs, and the hand on the priest's
ankle shook and shook with the fever. 11 Ii.',ve
told lies, I haven't fasted in Lent for I
don't know how many yee.rs. Once I had two
women--I r11 tell you What I d:l.d, • • · • " He
had an immense self-importance: he was unable
·to picture a world of which he waf! ·only a typical
part--a world of treachery, violence, and lust
in whi.ch his shame was altogether insignif'icant.
How often the priest had heard the same confession-Man was so ll.mi ted: he hadn't even the ingenuity
to invent a new vice: the.animals knew as
- m\lch. It was for this world that Christ had
died; the more evil you saw ahd heard about
you, the greater glory lay around the death;
it was too easy to die for what was good or
beautiful, for home or children or a civ:l.1:1.zation~i t needed a· God to die for the half-hearted and the
corrupt. He said: "Why do you tell me.all this?" 9 4
Thus, the priest lives in a world full of treachery,·
violence, and lust.
corrupt.

His fellowmen are

half-~earted

and

Greene further reinforces ·the idea of evil

existing in the world by having the scene occur at n:l.ght,
Thus, the presence of punitive evil can be seen in the
priest's world,
As in Br:l.ghton Rock, des'pair can also be fourid ·in
The Power and the.Glorv,

The priest realized that he differs

from the dog who crept up to the shed because the dog at
least has hope:
Unl:l.ke h:l.m, she retained a kind of hope~
Hope was an lnst:l.nct only the reason:l.ng human 95
mind could kill, An ani:nal never knew despair.

94 Ibid., p, 131,

95 Ib:l.d., p. 191,
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Wliile in· jail the priest also became aware of the despair
of the people there:
• • • this place [!;he prison cell] was very like
the world_· elsewhere; people snatched at causes
of pleasure and pride in cre.mped and disagreeable
surroundings: there was no·, ti:ne to do anything
worth doing, and always one dreamed of escape. 96
The· priest realizes the despair of these poor people and
sympathizes vii th· them sl.nce they are attempting to find
some significance in a world that appears to be meaningless.
The despair of the priest and tpe people in the cell
exemplifies punitive evil since there is a privation of hope
in their lives.
The ex-priest Padre JoseI has committed the unforgivable
sin of despair.

When asked to say a prayer by the parents
/

.

·of a dead gi_rl, Jose refuses by sa_ying that it is illegal;
however, he feels a slight tinge of obligation:
/

·An enormous temptation came to Padre Jose to
take the risk a~d say a prayer over the grave:
he felt the wild attraction of doing one's
duty and stretched a.sign of the cross in the
air; then fear came back, like a drug. Contempt
and safety waited for him down by the quay: he
wanted to get away. He sank hopelessly down on
his knees and entreated them: "Leave me alone. 11·
He said: 11 I am unworthy. ·Can 1 t you see? I am
a coward • 11 • , • He knew j_ t was absurd: a lifetime
of self-analysis enabled him to see himself as he
·was, fat and ugly and old and humiliated. It was as
if a whole seducing choir of angels had sllently
wlthdrawn and left the voices of the children in
the patio--"Come to bed, ,Tose~ cone to bed," ·sharp
and shrill and worse than they had ever been. He
knew he was in the grip of the unforglvable sln, despair. 97

96 Ibid. , p. 1 79,

97Ibid. pp, 65-66.
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Jose's despair results after he is forced to leave the·
priesthood by the threats of the Mexican government and
after his marriage.

This despair is an example of

pun~tive

evil since he is deprived of hope.
The whiskey priest is.also characterized by his
,

despair:

Five ;:ears ago he had given way to despair--the
unforgivable sin--and he was going back now to
the scene of his despair with a curious lightening
of the heart. For he had got over despair .too. Re
was a bad priest, he knew :l.t; ·they had a ··W.ord for
his kind--a whiskey priest--but every failure dropped
out of slght and out of mi.nd: somewhere they
accumulated in secret--the rubble of his failure. One
day, they could choke up, he supposed, altogether
the source of grace. Until then he carried on,
with spells of fear, weariness, with shamefaced
lightness of heart. 98
The whiskey priest lacks hope and regards himself as
. a
. complete failure in life. A result of this despair fs
~

I

that the whiskey priest performs his duties in a lighthearted ma·r:ner.. 'l'he whl.skey priest's despair represents
punitive evil, just as it does
.. in the case of Padre Jost.·
It is interesting to note that Greene characterizes both
the ex-priest and the wM.skey priest by their despair.
One would presume that of all individuals, these two would
possess hope and the belief that a better future dl d exist;
however, they exemplify punitive evil due to their lack of
hope,

The American gunman, thief, and murderer :l.s· like
the priest in thet both of them are consldered by the govern-

98 Ibid,, p. 83.
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ment ·to be .fugitives and criminals.

The gangster's picture

is· hung along besides the priest's in the lieutenant's
office:
On the wall of the office the gangster still
stared stubbornly in pro.file towards the first
communion party: somebody has inked the priest's
head round to detach him from the girls' an? women96
faces: the unbearable grin peeked out of a halo,
The priest feels very close to the dying gunman and encourages
him to repent his crimes, but the gunman instead urges the
priest to_ te.ke his knife or gun and to .f1ght his way out. of.
the police trap.

This action by the _priest is reminiscent

of.Luke 23:39 when Christ while hanging on the cross was
urge·d to save himself.

And once again, we have the suggestion

that the priest is Christ-like,

By trying to have the dying

man repent of his sins and by knowingly going into a trap
to perform the last r:l. tes, the priest exemplifies good
because he is doing his duty without expecting any reward,
However, the gangster demonstre tes pun:l. ti ve evil by refusing
to repent and; thus damns h:l.msel.f to eternal punishment.
The pr:l.est•s daughter represents punitive evil
because she .has been deprived of her childhood,

When the

priest talks with Brigida, he notices:
, , • a look :l.n the child's eyes which frightened
him--it was again as if a grown woman was there
. be.fore her time, making her plans, aware ·of far
too much. rt was like seeing h:l.s own mortal sin
look back at him, w:l. thout contr:t ti on. Re triedi58 find
some contact w:l. th the child and not the woman.

99rbid., p. ?B.

lOOibid,, p, 91,
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The whiskey priest also notices that Brigida's body
reveals her early

!119.

tul"i ty:

"she had been like a rag

doll with a wrinkled, e.ged face," lOl
old body was like a dwarf's:

and ""the seven-year-

it disguised an ugli maturity. 11 102

The presence of punitive evil in Brigida's case can be further
substantiated by the realization that she was deprived of
a father image, aince the priest was "her real father,
Brigida had never realized what it was like to live in a
home with both a mother and father, and this privation might
have contributed to her early me.turity.

However, Brigida_.

seems to have retained an odd kind of innqcence and the priest
automatically notes this innocence:
He thought of the immeasurable distance a man
travels, , , •. And to God it was only a moment.·
The child's snigger and the first mortal sin lay
together more closely than two blinks of the eye.
·He put out his be.nd as if he could drag her back
by force from--something; but he was powerless; the
man or ·the woman· waiting to complete her corruption
might· not yet have been born~ how could he guard
her. _against t!j.e nonexistent? 103 ·
"
This innocence in Brigida represents the presence of good
within her character, and the priest's _realization of her
innocence· and his desire to protect this innocence exemplifies
moral good,

He t·emporarily assu.."l!es the father's role of

protecting his child and he does this w.l. th no ..thought of reward.
Mr. Tench, the dentist, ls characterlzed by punitive

evil through lonel.l.ne:rn,

101Ib.l.d., :fl• 90,

....

His one main desire J.s to escape_

Tb~ d' ,,p. 93

102 __

0

;1- 03 rbid., p. 92 .•
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from Mexico:
"It was e,lways an awful place. Lonely. My
God. People at home would have said romance.
I thought: five years here, and then I'll go.
There was plenty of work. Gold teeth. But
then the peso drop;ied. And now I can 1 t get
out. One day r will."' He said: I'll retire.
Go home. Live as a gentleman ought to live,
11
This"'--he gestured e. t the bare base room-" I 111 forget all thiS". · Oh, it won't be long now.
I'm an optimist,"· Mr. Tench said, 104
·
.
This loneliness has causad Mr. Tench to lose pride fn
his profession:
• , • that was how one lived, putting off
everything. , •• That was the whole world
to Mr. Tench: the heat and the .forgetting,
the putting Off till rsmorrow, if possj_ble
0
cash down--for what?

Mr. Tench by continually procrastinating in his work
shows that he is uninterested in it,

His loneliness has

caused him to lose interest in· his work.

Mr. Tench is

deprived of the feeling of companionship and professional
pride~

Thus, he-exemplifies punltive evil since he is

deprlved of these rights.
Loneliness marks the character of the whiskey priest
also:
He had been walking all day and he was
very tired: he found a dry spot and sat down.
When the ligt:tning struck he could see the clearing:
all around was the gentle noise of the dripping
water. It was nee.rly like peace, but not qu.l.te.
.
For peace you needed human company--hls aloneness was
lJ.ke a threat of things to come •• , , Ho had 11'£,de
his own world, and this was lt--the empty brok186
i:uts, the storm going by, and fear again. , • -'

l0 4 Ibid., p. 20.

l05Ibid., p. 11,

lOSibid,, pp. 200-01
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"·

By! 'ie.ckfng human companionship punitive evil is once more
exemplifted in the priest,
.Both good and evil are exemplified in the characters
of The Power· e.nd the Glorv.

The wh:l. skey pr:l.es t indicates

moral good by being af.fect.l.onate, by loving people, E>.nd by
desiring to ta.ke part in· confession, and b.y sacr.l.ficing
himself,

On the other hand, he illustrates phys.I.cal evil

by not recognizing God's purpose and punitive ev.l.l by his
lack:l.ng the r.l.ght order in his_ will, his committing the sin
of despa.l.r, and h.l.s lack:l.ng companionship.

Like the whiskey

priest, the. lieutenant d.l.splays ph3'sical evil in being unable
to recogn.l.ze evil in the priest,

In contrast to the physical

evil of the lieutenant, punitive ev:l.l .l.s revealed through

Mr. Tench's_ depr.l.vation of companionship.

In addition,

punitive evil is demonstrated in Padre Jos/ through his sin
of despair.

Moreover, the gangster also exemplifies punitive

evil in his refusal. to repent.
of her father, is a combination

.Brigida, a simiiliar. reflection.
of·b~th

moral good and

punit.l. ve evil. in radiating an innocent image and in being
depr.l.ved of a ch.l.ldhood and father image; respectively.
Lastly, the world of the wh.l.skey pd.est and the Mexican
village together exemplify pun.l.tive evil by the suggestion
of death, treachery, and violence,

In· stUl1Dla ti on, Greene's

themat:l.c usage of good and evll :l.s supported by the
characters• confrontations with abandonmerit, despair, and
lonel.l.ness.

Chapter IV
THE THEMP. TIC USAGE OF GOOD AND EVII, I·N
THE HF.ART OF THE MATTER

---

Gr\')ene 's thema-tic usage of good and ev:!,l can be
found ln his nave} The Hea.rt of the Matter.

Major Scobie,

the central character in this novel, has the potent:l.ality
of either damnation or salvation.

By having this cho:l.ce,,

Scobie exemplifies both good and evil in his character; and
·he ".also comes into contact with people who' reveal physical
evil, punitive e_vil, and sin and a world of punitive evil.
Thus, Greene's novel The Heart of the Matter is worthy of
study in terms of his thematic·usage of good and evil.
Literary critics who have stu"dl.ed Greene 1 s The Heart
of the Matter hav_e disagreed on the religl.ous issues arising
from the suicide of' the-hero, Major Scobie·.

As a result.

of this disagreement among critics, Greene has been accused
of being everything from a Manichaean to an F,xistentialist.
However, in searching f'or Greene's personal philosophy or
religious belief, the critics have !'ailed to realize that"
in this novel Greene creates an experience of lif'e that is
representative of a human condl.tion no.t of_a religious bias.
Greene's statement to Elizabeth Bowen reinforc.es the above
idea because he _stated that il.ter~ture represents a personal
morality and thP. t the morality of one indl. vfdual is seldom
53
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identical to the morality of the group to wM.ch he belongs. 107
·Thus, .fn discussing The Heart of

~

M&tter one should

consider how Greene uses the religious theme, ncit why he
uses it.

Hence, the problem of whether or not Majar Scobie

is saved according to Catholic doctrine is a mlnor consideration
since the novel presents

a

personal moral--Scobie's moral.

The Heart of the Matter reveals Graham Greene's
thematic usage of good and evil in his novels.

Moral good,

punitive evil, and sin are all exemplified in Major Scobie.
The· world in which Scobie lives is one characterized by the
presence of physical and punitive evil and most of the people
livd.t1g• in this world are evil.

While Scobie 1 s wife, Louise,

exemplifies moral good, physical evil, and punitive evil,
his lover Helen Rolt is characterized by physical evil and
sin.

Yusef, the only person who appears to be Scobie's

friend, is presented

~a

·a devil-like character and exemplifies

sin.

In like manner, Wilson demonstrates punitive evil and

sin.

Thus, once more the reader becomes aware of the usage

of good and evil in Graham Greene's novels,
A.A. DeVitis makes the fol'lowing statement concerning
the conflict :!.n The Heart of the Matter:
Scobie 1 s struggle w:I. th himself and with
the God of the Catholic Church forms the basis
of the conflict: Scobie's pity for suffering
. human! ty forces h:l.m to suicide, the sin of despatiSS
.And Hccording to the Church-, this is damnation.
10'7

De Vi tis, Graham Greene, p·. 97.

losrbid., p. 98.
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In: this 'stE-.tement, Devitis uses two key words which relate
to Greene-'s thematic usage of e;ood and evil in his novels-s:l.n and despalr.

In counitting suicide, Scoll:l.e sins because

he. willingly 'turns from good and selects evil.

Thus, sin

results in mak:!.ng him evil.
In using the word despair, DeVitis·reinforces Greene's

.

usage of this word throughout his novels.
.

Scobie feels that

there is no hope for humanity:
Despair is the price one pays for settlng
oneself an impossible aim. It is; one :!.s told,
the unforgivable sin, but :!. t is a sin the corrupt
or evil man never practices. He always has· ·
hope. He never reaches the freezing poin~ of
knowing absolute failure, Onlv the man of
good will carrif6 in his heart· this capaci1. ty
9
for damna t:!.on •
• Thus, an :!.nteresting twist concern:!.ng despe:!.r and evil is
presented by Scobie,
.

Instead of v1ewing a man who is

;

hopeless as being evil, Scobie sees this man as being good,
He believes the. t the e.vil mem alwars has some kind of hope
and never experiences utter· failure, whj.le the. gooQ. nian
is the one who can see and pity the true cond:l.tion of humanity.
S.cob:l.e.•s hypersensitivity to the ::iufferings of
others and his excessive pity leads him to· commit suicide.
Scob'ie has no ordinary vices, but his pity leads him into
defection of duty, into sacrilege,. and finally :!.nto .suicide,
Scobie's pity, however, has limitations because he can ·feel

109Grahe-.m Gree>rie, The Heart of the Matter (New York:
The Viklng·Press, 1948), p-:-6°1,
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pity only for those who la ck beauty or charm or
competence.

Scob:l.e breaks security regu11.ations and allows a

Por.tugese_ ship captain_ to communicate w:l.th his daughter_ due
to the very ugliness of the captain end due to.the -fact
·_that he was a catholic.

He pities and loves his wife -because
,

of her inaqility to be-graceful,

At the same time, Scobie

is led into adultery as a result of the unattractiveness of
a young ·girl shipwrecked near his .port.

.The conflict comes out

in the open when Scobie's wife asks him to go to . c.ommunion
with her after she has heard gossip concern1ng his affa1r.
As a result, Scobie takes commun:l.on 1n a state of mortal
sin because he does not reso1're to ce&se to be the girl 1 s
lover since he is afraid of losing her to a R.A.F. pilot,
Thus, whatever Scobie does in the future will bring suffering
·upon one or the other of the two women.

Hence, Scobie

commits suicide and tries to make it look like an attack
of angina pectoriso
Scobie's pity reaches unnatural proportions.
cO!lL~ent1ng

In

upon this exaggerated pity, Richard J. Voorhees

remarks:
He has reached the point where he feels a "premonitory"
sense of gu1lt for things he cannot even foresee.
And this p1ty goes beyond human beings to include
God in its perverse embrace ("he thoup;ht with love,
even God is a failure"). As i.f this were not enough,
Scobie looks into the sk1es e.nd wonc',ers whether, if
one knew all of the facll one would r.s. ve to f'.eel
6
·sorry for the plRnets.
'

llOvoorhees, p. 394,

' -
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· Scobie may be regarded as a sentimental or neurotic monster
by

uns)!mpath~tic

Catholics.

readers or as a hopeless sinner by orthodox

However, Greene has a different point of view.

When Mrs, Scobie ·tells the priest that her husband had
damned himself, Father Rank furiously.replies:
11

·For goodness' sake, Mrs, Scobie, don't
imagine you--or I--know a thlng about
God's mercy," 111
Appe.rently Greene considers that Scobie has a· good chance
of being a saint in God's eyes, instead of a s·inner, 1 1 2
Thus, as in Brighton Rock and The Power and the Glorv, Greene
.emphasizes sal,,ation not damnati.on.
The mood of despair, decay, and death is established
in this novel.

Graham Martin, discussing The Heart of the

Matter in terms of. its mood and point of '1iew, views it as
Gr.eene 's most successful novel,

Martin comm.ents:

Scobie J s exper.ience hovers in a kind of
no-place between.the condition of personal
nightmare, subdued only because he feels he
has chosen .i. tr and the. t of a general waste le.nd
in which, •though they do not know it so thoroughly
as Scobie, all human bej_n3s shere, .113
Evidence ce.n be found in Greene's no"el which supports
Martin 1 s comment.

For example:

111 Greene, The Heart
.
of the Matter, p;.306.
112
Voorhees, pp. 393-95.
3
ll Graham Martin, "N~v~lists of Three Decades:
Evelvn Waugh, Graham Gree~e, C.P. Snow," The Pelican Guide to
English Literature, vol. VII, The Hodern Ap;e, ed. EoriR Fora
(Eal tj_more: Penguin Books, 1964), p, 405-.-
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Why, he wondered, swerving the car to avoid

a dead. pye-dog, do·· I love thls place so much?
Is.it because here human nature hasn't had
time to dlsgujse itself? Nobody here could
even talk about a heaven on earth. Heaven
remalned rigidly in its proper place on the
_
other side of death, and on this side flourished
the injustlces, the cruelties, the meannesses,
that elsewhere people so cleverly hushed up.
Here you ·could love htunan beings nearly as God
loved them, knowing the worst: you didn't love
a pose, a pretty dress, a sentiment artfully
assumed. 1 24
·
·
By using the word here, Greene emphas:l.zes reality and at
the same time establishes ·a ·mood of death by the references
to the dead pye-dog.

The following description of the

police-station reinforces this mood of decay, despair, and
death:
In the 9-ark narrow passage, behind, in the
charge-room and the cells, Scobie could
always detect the odour of human meanness and
injustice--it was the smell of a zoo, of
sawdust, excrement, ammonla, e.nd lack of ·11berty.
The place was scrubbed daily, but you could
never elim:l.nate the smell. Prisoners and
policemen carried it in their clothing.like
a cigarette smoke. 115
·
Louise, scobie's wife helps to establish thls mood:
He. saw the fist open and close, the damp
ineff1.cj.ent powder, lying li.k~ ·snow in the
ridges of the knuckles. • • • He llfted the
moist hand and kissed the palm: he wa:i. ~ound
by the pathos·of her unattractiveness. 1
~e

characters establlsh this mood of decay, despair, and death

and the point of view is Scobie 1 s,
114

Therefore, the des cr1.ptions

Greene, The Heart of the Matt!!!:, p. 32.
115 Ibid., p. 8.
116 Ibid., p. 23.
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of the police-station and Louis support Scob1e 1 s belief
that people cannot even talk about heaven in West Africa.

117

The environment here is so full of evil that the fa:l.nt suggestion
of hope cannot even flj_cker.

Thus, the suggestion of

physical and punitive evil in Scobie's world is illustrated
by passages like those·cited throughout the beginning
of Greene's novel.

These passages helP to establish.the mood

of despair, decay, and death •
. For Major Scobie, pity is the keynote of human
existence and the imagery of the nove_l corresponds to the
intensity of this pity,
imagery of the novel,

Thus, a mood is created by the
An overv1helming sense of decay is

developed by references to rusty handcuffs, broken rosaries,
swollen pye-dogs., joints of mea"t and cannon fodder,

De Vi tis

comments the following:
The broken rosary and the rusty handcuffs
become symbolj_c of divine justice opposing
human justice. Scobie stands in ri!~tionship
to his sphere as God does.· to His.
Thus, Greene p:l. ctures a vulture hovering over Scobie,
implying the terror of life and the remoteness of deat.h:
Couldn't the test df man have been carried
out in fewer years? Couldn't we have committed
our first Major sin at se~en, have ruined
_
ourselves for love or hate at ten, have clutched
at redemption on
fifteen-year-old death bed?ll9

a

Hence, the references to decay and the picture of the vulture
117

.

Ford, pp. 404-09,

118

DeVitis, Graham Greene, p. 98.

119

Greene, The Heart of the Matter, p. 52
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. suggest the presence of punitive evil in Scobie 1 s world.
The ·objects in this world are not presented as natural
ones; they are distorted.

The vulture is a symbol of evil

and implies the existence of physical evil in West Africa.
This suggestion of punitive evil existing in Scobie 1 s
world is reinforced by_his feelings.

Scobie feels that

no one can find happiness in this world:
What an absurd thing it was to expect
happiness in a world so full of misery.
He had cut down his own needs to a min}mrun,
photqgraphs were put away in drawers, the
dead were put out of mind: a razor strop,
a pair of rusty hRndcuffs for dec.ora ti on:
but one still has one's eyes, he thought,
one's ears. Point me out the happy man and
I -will point out either egotism, selfl.>Jhness,
evil~- or else an absolute ignorance,1 2 0
This inability of man to find happ:l.ness in the world
deprives him of a due good or freedom.

Thus, punitive

evil is suggested by the absence of happiness.
The Heart·of the Matter is the .story of Scobie 1 s
lapse into loneliness away from men and this loneliness
results in punitive evj.l.

After his wife Louise departs,

Scobie returns to his home and 1mmediately begins to note
his con di ti on of being alorie:
He let himself into the empty house--he
had forgotten the deep tones of silence. Many a
time he had come in late, after Louise was
asleep, but there had never been quite this
·quality of security and impregnability in the
silence: his ears had listened for, even though
tl).ey could not catch, the f11.int rustle of another
120

!bid. ' p. 128.
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person's breath, the tiny movement. Now
there was nothing t~ listen for. , •• He
2
was indeed alone,
.
Those persons whom Scobie regarded as i'rj_ends and could trust
disappear during the course of the novel,

!Cai. Laitinen

comments:
Louise is lost, Helen'proves to be weak, an~
eventually even the priest, Father Rank, and
122
the servant Ali betray the hopes placed on them. . ·
Thus, the only person who appears to remain as a friend is
the two-faced Yusef, who c.ontinually tempts Scobie.

It is

Yusef 1 s action that has caused this huge gap in Scobie 1 s
.
123
human relationships and has resulted in his loneliness.
By being deprived of companionship and happiness as a result
of his loneliness, Scobie 1 s life exemplifies punitive evil.
Scobie once again reveals-punitive evil in his
searching for peace,

Greene records the following scene

between Scobie and his wife:
"That's what I say," she said,· "If I go
away, you'll ha.ve your pe~ce.
"You haven't any conception," he accused
her angrily, "of what peace means." It was
as ii' she had spoken slightingly of a woman
he loved. For he dreamed of peace by day and
night. Once. in sleep j:t had appeared to him
as the great glowing shoulder of the moon heaving
across his window like an iceberg, arctic and
destructive in the moment bei'ore the world was
struck: by day he tried to win a few moments of

1 21Ibid., p. 105.
122 i
,,
Ka Laitinen, The Heart of the Novel: The Turnipg
Point in The Heart of the Matter,'! Graham Greene: Some
Critical GOrisj_deratIOnS,-ed. Robert o. Evans· (Lexington:
University of Kentucky Press, 1963), p. 171.
123
Ibid.
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its company, crouched under the rustling
handcuffs in the locked off' ice, read:!.~
the reports from the sub-stations. Peace
·seemed to him the most beE1.utiful word in
the language: My peace· I give you, my
peace I leave w:!.th you: O Lamb of God,
who takest away the sins of the world, grant
us thy· peace. In the Mass he pressed his
fingers against hl s e"e s to keep the tears ·
of longing l.n. 1 2 4
·,
Loul.se recognizes Scobie 1 s desire for :i;ieace and tells him
that upon .her lea_v:!.ng he will._receive hl.s peaqe.

Hence,

her predl.ction is correct because Scobie thinks the
following concerning Louise's departure from west Africa:,
Next day they went to Me.ss together early.
Kneeling together at the Connnunion-rail they
seemed to claim that this was not separation.
He thought:. I've pra~oe d for peace and now ! 1m
gettl.ng it, It's terrible the way prayer is
answered, rt had better be good, I've paid a
high enough price for it, As the~r walked back
he asked anxiO\ts ly, "You are happy?"
'"Yes, Ti ckl., and you?"
125
'"I •m happy as long as you are happy. 11·.
However, scobie's peace is only temporary.

As soon as Helen

enters Scobie •s life, .his peeceful nature is once more
interrupted by a woman.

After learning that Helen did.not

receive his note, Scobie meditates the following:
• • • it wasn •t' his dail~r bread that he wanted,
but so. much more, He wanted happiness for others
and solitude and peace for hin1self. "I don 1 t want
to·plan Eln~r more, 11 · he saj_d suddenly aloud. "They
wouldn't need me l.f -I were dead. No one needs the
dead,. The dead can be forgotten. 0 God Bive me
death before I give them unhappiness."' 12
124

Greene, The Heart of the Matter, pp. 6G-61.

125 Ibid,, P• 100,

126 Ib'_.d,, p.. 206 •
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Thus, Scobie is chRracterized by his desire ror peace,
,

,/

,

'·

Louise, Scobie 1 s wire, represents physical evil,

She is not an attractlve person.

While looking at his

sleepini wire, Scobie describes her as rollows:
· When· he round her in the bedroom under the
mosquito net she reminded him or a dog or
a cat, she was so completely "out", Her hair
was matted, her eyes closed, , , , Her·race had
the yellow-i vor~r tinge or a ta brine: her hair
which had once been the colour of bottled honey,
was dark and stringy with sweat, These were the
times of ugllness when he loved her, when pity
and responsibility reached the intensity of a
passion. 127
·
s·cobie 1 s pity is aroused due to his w1fe 1 s lack of beauty.
Thus, the presence of physical evil can be seen in Louise
due to this privation.
Louise e:r.:emplifles punitive evil due to her unhappiness
because she ls deprived of the right to be content and to
enjoy llfe;

Also, the presence of moral good in Scobie must

be noted sj.nc e he contlnually tries to make her happy,
Louise wants to leave West Arrica and Scobie is aware of her
dissatisfaction there:
The less he, needed Louise the more conscious
he became of his responsibility for her
happiness. When he called her name he was
crying like Canute against a tide--the tide
or her melancholy, dissatisfaction and dlsappointment~ 128
Even though Scobie has lost his love for Loulse after their
daughter's death, he feels obligated to make Louise as happy
as possible1
12'/ !bid., pp. 15-16.

128

Ibid., p. 15.
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No man could guarantee love for ever, but
he had sworn fourteen years ago, "· t Ealing,
silently, during the horr1.ble little elegant
ceremony among the lace and candles, that he v1011ld
at least always see to it that she was happy, 129
Thus, Scobie represe_n ts moral good b;g- trying to please
·Louise,

In fact, it is his attempt· to make her happy .that

connects him with Yusef and results in hj.s even_tual lapse
into loneliness and his suicide.
Greene suggests only one outstandingly good quality
in Louise, Scobie's wife.

This is her love for·scobie:

It occurred to him as it hadn't, for years,
that she loved him: poor dear, she loved him:
she was someone of human stature with her own
sense of responsibility, not~s:1:m~3v the object
of his care and responsibility,
0
In fact, Louise returns _to West Africa, the plP.ce she hates,
because of her love for and devotion to Scobie,

This love

for S-cobie represent.ii moral good in Louise because she does
her duty as a wife without antic.ipa tin13 a reviard,
Scobie' s unhappiness is brought about by his being
married:
"Yes," she said, "'I know you aren·tt ·happy
either, Without me you'll have peace , 11
This was what he always left out of account-the accuracy of her observation. He had nearly
everything, and all he needed was peace,
Everything meant work, the daily regular routine
in the little bare office, the changes of seasons
in a place he loved. How often he had been pitied
for the austerity of the work, the bareness of_
the rewards. But Louise knew him better than
that. If he had been young again this was the
llfe he would hnve again chosen to live: only ---,'
129 Ibid,, p. 59,

l 3 0ibid., p. 97,
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this time he would not have expected any other
person to share it with him. 131
Scobie enj.oys his work in West Africa r.nd -wants to remain
there; however, hi_s· vd.fe is constantly nagging him about
leaving.

As a result, he becomes unhappy and disillusioned

about his

ma~riage.

Hence; the presence of punitive evil
'

can.be found in Scobie due' to his unhappiness.
Punitive evil is once·more exemplified in Scobie
when he goes to.confession:
He felt like a spectator--one of those many
people round the Cross over whom the gaze of
Christ must have passed seeking the face of
a friend or an enemy, 132
In feeling that_ God does not care for him, Scobie is deprived
of the right to believe in God's infinite love for all
mankind.

Hence, punitive evil is detected in his charactero
Yusef represents mora1 evil in Tlie Heart of

~

Matter.

He is described in the following manner:
• • • the light from Scobie' s car lit up
the large .pasty face, the lick of'. his white
hair falling over the forehead, just touched
the beginning of the huge thip,hs in their
tight white drill. Yusef's shrrt was open at
the neck and tendrils of black breasthair coiled around the button~.
"Can I help you?" Scobie unw-illingly asked
and Yusef opened his eyes: the gold teeth
fitted by his brother, the dentist, flashed
instantaneously_ l:l.ke a torch. 133
Th:l.s descr:l.ption is suggestive of a devil-llke character
and the fact that Scobie first· encounters him late at night
reinforces the evil Espect of Yusef.
131 Ibid., p. 60.

Scobie goes on further

1 3 2Ibid,, p, 163,

"133

Ibld,, p. 29.
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to ·.'comment:
If Fellowes dr1 ves by now, what a story he
v1ill have for the Secretariat in the mornlng,
Scobie thought. The Deputy Commiss1oner meeting
Yusef, the storekeeper, clandestinely at night •
. To give help to a Syrian was only a degree less
dangerous than to receive help. 134
Thus, the suggestion is made that Scobie may eventually
sell hlmself to the devil--Y.usef--and this is what does
happen.

When Scobie is unable to borrow money from the

. · bank, he obtains the money from. Y.usef who is believed to be
a diamond smuggler by Wilson, a British agent.

Later·

after.:oScobie meets and falls in love with Helen Rolt, he
writes Helen a note:
I love you more than myself, more than my
wife, more than God -I think. Please keep
this letter. Don't burn it. When you are
angry with me, read it. I am trying very
hard to tell the truth. I want more than ·
anything in the world to make you happy. 135
Unfortnriately; Helen never receives the note since it falls
into Yusef's hands.

Thus, Yasef uses the note to·blackmail

Scobie into smnggll.ng diamonds for him.

Hence, moral evil

in the form of. sin can be seen in Yusef.

Yusef operates

an illegal bus:l.ness and places Scobie in such an awkward
posttion that he choQses to do 1.llegal transactions also:
He bouldn't feel any hatred of the man. He
had trapped Yusef as consciously and as
effect1vely as Yusef had trapped hl.m. The marriage
had been made by both of ·them. 136

134 Ibid., p. 29.
136
Ibid., p. 159.

135

Ibid., P• 196.
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Yusef 'willingly turns away from good and chooses to do ·evil;
therefore, sin is exemplified in him.
Helen Rolt illustrates both physical evil and moral
evil.

She enters Scobie 1 s life as the result _of being

. torpedoed and lost at sea for forty days and nights • . The
presence of physical

evi~

in Helen can be deteqted in the

first description of her:
The face was ugly with exhaustion: the skin
looked as though it were about to crack over the
cheekbones: only the absence o:f lines showed
that it was a young face. • • , Her arms as
thlri as a child's lay outs l.de the blanket and
her fingers clasped a book firmly. Scobl.e could 137
see the wedding-rl.ng loose on her dried-up finger.
The existence of this evil is rel.nforced by scobie 1 s
observation when he meets_ Helen again at the Nissen hut:
• • • the.young worn-out face, with the hair
gone dead • , , The pyjamas she was wearing
were too large for her: the body.was lost
in them: they fell in ugly folds. He looked
to see whether the ring was still loose upon
her finger,_but it had gone altogether. 108
Helen's ugliness is what
to love her.

attr~cts

Scobie and causes him

However, he soori realizes that his love for

·Helen is just a.nether facet of his pity;
Pl. ty smouldered like decay at his heart, He
would never rid himself of 1 t. He knew from
experience how passion dl.ed away and how love
went, but pity always stayed. Nothing e'Ter
diml.nished pitvA The condltl.ons of life
nurtured lt. 1:5t1
Thus, Scobie reallzes that Helen is just ll.ke his wife in
that oath women lack

b~anty

137rbld., p. 125.
139.
Ibld., P• 192,

and charm,

Hence, the presence

138 rbid,, pp. 142-43,
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of physical evil can be detected in both Helen and
Moral evil 'is also exemplified in Helen.

LouiBe~

While

Scobie and Helen have an affair, she is aware of the fact
that Scobie is married.

Hmvever, Helen does not care if

the local people know about her relationship with Scobie_;
in fact, she delights in giving Scobie pain concerning this
matter:
"I'm trying to protect you. 11 •
"I don't care a bloody damn ii' people
talk." He recognized the hard swearing.of
the netball team.
He said, "If they talked enough, my dear;
this would come to an end."
••you are not pro tee ting me. You are
protecting your wife."
"It comes to the same thing,"'
"'Oh," she said, "to couple me wi th--that
woman." He couldn't prevent the wince that
lllletrayed him. He had underrated her power of
giving pain. He could see how she had spottedher success: he had delivered himself into
her hands, Now she wonld alw!'.ys !mow how to ·
inflict the sharpest stab. She was like a child
with a pair of di v~_ders who knows her power
to injure. You could never trust a ch1ld not
to use her advantage, 140
By willingly having an affair' with a married man, Helen has
turned from good to evil and has sinned as a result.

It

·must also be noted that Helen not only sins, but she leads
Scobie into sin with her,
As a result of his affair with Helen and his inability
to

pep~nt

of it, Scobie decides to destroy himself in order

to keep fr.om hurting Louise and Helen.

He reasons that he

will stop crucifying God if he kills himself and it is God
140

Ibid. I p. 19"
. <l •
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he loves above all things:

• , • O God, I am the only.guilty one because
I've known the answers all the time, I've
preferred to gl ve ~rou pain rather than gl ve
pain to Helen or my wife h~cause I can't
observe your sufferlng. ! can only imagine
it. But there are limlts to what I can do to
you--or them. I can•t desert either of them
while I'm alive, but I can die and remove
myself from their blood-stream, They are
· i 11 with me and I can cure them, And you too,
God--you are ill w!.th me •. I can't go on month
after·month, insulting you. I can't face·coming
to the altar at Christmas--your blrthday feast-and tak:l.ng your body and blood for the sake of a
lie. I ce.n't do that. You'll ~e better off if
41
you lose me once and for all.

~p

Scobie decides to deprlve himself of God and to deprive God
of himself.

A voice tempts Scoble to v:!.rtue:

You say you love me, and yet you'll do ·this
to me~-rob me of you for ever. . I made you
with love. I've wept your t~ars, I've saved
you from more than you w:!.11 ever know; I
planted :!.n you this longlng for peace only so
that one day I could satlsfy your longlng·
and watch your happiness. And now yo~ I?nsh me
away, .you p~t me·out of your reach.
42
However, Scoble re·,'.e cts the voice and replies:
No, I don't trust you. ·I love you, but
I've never trusted you, If you made me,
you made this feellng of responsibillty
that I've a ly~gs carried about J.lke a sack
of bricks.
s·cobie 's sin is that he prefers to trust himself instead of
God.

Scobie's faith is ·1ove and pity is its image and

because of th:!.s fact he is unable to comprehend the mercy of
God.

In drlnk1.ng the narcotic, Scobie is aware of his

conscious choice of damnation.

144

Thus, Scobie sins by

143
142 Ib1.d •
141
Ibid,, p. 290
. Ibid, 1 p. 289
144
Devitis, Graham Greene, pp. 100-01.
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wi,l11ngiy turning from good and exempli,fies moral evil.
Father Rank gives hope for Scobie's soul even
though he col!ll'l.its suiclde.

Father Rank remarks· to Louise:

"'The Church knows all the rules. But it
doesn't know what goes on ln a single human
heart." 145
'
Louise collll'lents to the priest
that Scobie has never loved

anyone but God and the reader remembers how Scobie has
remarked about thls fact also.

Thus, one ls le ft with the

hope that Scoble w:!.11 be saved.even though he commits the
greatest sin--the sin. of despair,
Scooie is presented by Greene asa tragic hero.
R.W.B. Lewis comments the following concerning the tragic
aspect of Scobie:
He has the profile of a genuine tragic hero.
He is presented as a good man, rather better
than most, with an inviolable habit of
.justice irr:!.tating to some of his colleagues • • • •
He is an able man and wi th:!.n limits a forceful
one; and he is a strong Catholic with that
special relig:!.ous intensity that only Greene •s
Catholics • • , betray, And pe has a fatal
flaw: but it is not arrogance or. any moral form
of pride; Scobie calls down ruin on himself,
plainly and.articulately, but not throue;h hybris.
His flaw is an. excess of the quality Greene calls
pi ty--an inability to w~ tch d:!.sappointment or
suffering in others, 1. 4
.
s·cobie harms those who he iongs to help or eiren to save
and his trouble begins when he attempts to allevlate his
wife 1 s disappointment,

Thus, Lewis' statement substantiates

the presence of both good and evil in Scobie.

145 Greene, The Heart of~ Matter, p, 306.

146

Lewls, "The 1 Trilogy 1 of Graham Greene," p. 212.
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In .discussing the chi:>.racter Wilson, the reader
detects the presence of punitive evil in h:l.J?l,

He, like

Scobie, is marked by his loneliness:
He was alone on the balcony except for one
bearded Indlan in a turban who had already
tried to tell hl.s fortune •· • , He felt almost
intolerably lonely, ,147
Gre.ene even describes Wilson in terms. whlch convey this
feeling of being·alone:
He wanted passionately. to .be .indis.tl.nguishable
on the surface from other men: he wore his
moustache like a club tie--i t was his highest
common factor·: but his eyes betrayed him:
·brown dog's eyes, a setter's eyes pointing
mournful1'r towards Bond ' Street. 1 48
.

.

Thus, Wilson's.loneliness can even be detected in his eyes.
Not only is punl t:!.ve evil found in Wl.lson, but
also sin is

detect~d.

deceives them.

Wilson lies to people and

intentio~ally

After getting his poem in th·e Downhamian,

he had planned to send a copy of it to Louise and to tell
her it had been published in a dlfferent source:
.What madness had induced him to send that poem
to the Downhamian? But it wasn't.madness: he
haa long since become incapable of anything so
honest of madness: he was one of those condemned in
childhood to complexity. He knaw what he had intended
to do: to cut the poem out with no indica tl.on of its
source and to.send it to Louise. rt wasn't quite her
sort of poem, he kneVI, but surely, he had argued,
she would be impressed to some extent by the mere
fact that the poem was in print. If she asked him
where it had appeared, it would be easy to imrent some
convincing coterie name. , • • It was as if hl.s profession
were slowly absorbing his whole life, just as school
had done, His profession was to lie, to have the

14 '1areene, The Heart of .the Matter, p, · 3,
148

Ibl.d •• p. 4.
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·quick story ready, never to give himself away,
and h:!.s private lH'e was taking the same patte:rni
.He lay on his back in a nausea of self-disgust. 49
By lying ·to Loulse, Wilson ·hopes to gain her love.

Wilson's

lying is an :l.ntentional tu:rnlng away from good to -evil and
represents sin.
Sin -is also detected in the cha:racter of Vlilson
in another way.

Wilson believes that·he is "in love with

Louise, ahd he tells her about Scobie's affair with Helen
Holt.

In telling Louise this, he hopes to gain her love

and affection.

By spying on Scobie and by deliberately

trying to destroy Scobie and Louise's mar:riage, Wilson
sins.

He could have chosen to love an unmarried wornRn

and to remain silent about Scob:!.e's affair, but instead he
tu:rns f:rom good and does evil.
Greene's novel The Heart of the Matt.er has been
studied in terms of his thematic usage of good and evil.
It may be concluded by the evidence presented that Greene 1 8
usage of these terms corresponds with the Catholic Church's
conception of good and evil.
,·

149Ib:!.d.,_pp. 181-82.

Chapter V

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
The hypothesis of ,this study is that the themes
of good e.nd evil which are present in Graham Greene 1 s novels
Brighton Rock, The Power and the Glory, and The Heart of the
Matter correspond to the
good and evil,

Catho~ic

Church's conception of

An analysts of Greene's novels and critical

sources reveals that Greene does present his vision of life,
not someone else 1 s or some institutions, in his writing.
However, his :!.deas do correspond closely to those of
Catholicism and his acceptance of Catholic doctr:!.nes has
surfaced in his novels.
Greene presents man as a combination of both good
and evil,

However,. in order to distinguish the good man

from the evil one, Greene emphasizes the.man's interactions.
By d.epicting the evil nature of man, he arouses a sense of
sin ,within the reader and also makes the reader a.ware of the
fact that even the most sinful man can recelve salvr.tion
du·e to God's infinite love·.

Thus, the reader concludes that

Greene emphasizes salvation not damnation,
Hovi ever, the person who rece!. ves sal va ti on does not
do so by observ:!.ng the rules and regulat:!.ons of the Church.
Salvation does not come to an indJ.v:!.dnal hy prayer, fasting,
and alms gi vl.ng.

Grace is given to the s:!.nner only after he
73
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has recognized his s ~-nful ne. ture e.nd learned to love God
in his own cur:l.ou·s, separate, and secret way.
In order to convey evil, Greene emphe.sizes a
privation of due good in things themselves, a deprivation
- of a person's freedom or his rights, and a w:l.lfful turning
away from good. Also, the· ' -ideas of despa:l.r, abendonment, and
lonel:l.ness which re1nforce the thematic usage of ev:l.l are
presented by descriptions of the characters and environmental
sett:l.ngs.

Likew:l.se, good is illustrated by the characters

either searching for happiness or do1ng their duty without
expecting reward.
'.Ibis presentation of good and evil seems to support
the hypothesis the.t Graham Greene's thematic usage of good
and evil corresponds to the catholic Church's conception
of them.

In add:!. ti on, the critical works support this

hypothesis.

Thus, Greene's acceptance of the Catholic view

of good and evil is evident in his novels.

It must be

real1zed that Greene is a Catholic novelist; hov1ever, his
treatment of the themes of good and evil is severely objective.
'.Ibis realization strengthens the fact that Greene is e. writer, ·not a theologian.

Hence, the conelusion can be

drawn that Greene's. visi·on of llfe has been affected by the
Catholic Church's conception of good and evil.

,
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